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Foreword (Not part of American National Standard ANSI/RIA R15.06-1999)

The objective of this standard is to enhance the safety of personnel using industrial robot systems by establishing requirements for the manufacture (including remanufacture and overhaul,) installation, safeguarding methods, maintenance and repair of manipulating industrial robots.

To accomplish this objective, the Robotic Industries Association Subcommittee R15.06 on Safety considered the variety of tasks necessary for the efficient and productive use of Industrial Robots. The operational scope and characteristics of a robot may be significantly different than other equipment and machines, and certain tasks may require persons to be in the proximity of the robot while drive power is available. An industrial robot may not be a stand-alone machine, but rather may interact with other machines and equipment.

To assist in the interpretation of this standard, the Subcommittee intended that the manufacturer (including remanufacturer and rebuilder,) the installer, and the end user have specific responsibilities. From a practical standpoint, the ultimate responsibility for safeguarding of persons associated with industrial robots and industrial robot systems lies with the person(s) themselves. Safety cannot be regulated by a book; it must be a conscious effort on the part of all parties (manufacturer, integrator, and user.) Necessary components in every safeguarding system are the maintenance of and adherence to the system design. Personnel skills, training, and attitude are important factors in a safety program. This standard only serves to provide guidelines to a safe operation.

Terms which are defined in clause 3 appear in bold type when used in other definitions, and the first time they are used in context within each clause. The words “shall” and “will” are intended to be prescriptive, and required to be in compliance with this standard. The words “should” and “may” are meant to be recommendations and good practices. Notes used throughout the document are generally meant to provide explanatory information, but may be normative when the word convention above is used.

This standard is a revision of ANSI/RIA R15.06-1992. Changes were incorporated based on public comments received, and an extensive review by the R15.06 Subcommittee. Some of the most significant changes include:

- Requirement to retrofit some existing installations with enabling devices and other safeguarding requirements not meeting a minimum criteria (1.3)
- A major reorganization of the text, creating clauses for the addition of responsibilities for the manufacturer of safety devices (clause 5), separate and enhanced clauses for safeguarding of personnel (clause 7 - Introduction; clause 8 - Prescribed method; clause 9 - Risk assessment method; and clause 10 - Procedures), and safeguard device installation requirements (clause 11), and renumbering of paragraphs
- Deletion of attended continuous operation, and revised requirements for Attended Program Verification (10.8)
- Requirement for separate stopping circuits, emergency stop and safety stop (4.6 and 6.12)
− Additional requirements regarding pendants and enabling devices (4.7); control circuitry (4.5 and 10.1); awareness signals for failure to reach intended location (4.2.2) and singularity (4.10); and mechanical axis stops (4.11 and 6.5)
− Specific clearance requirements for teach (10.7.7) and APV (10.8.5)
− Additional charts, tables, and informative annexes
− Use of the term “space” in place of “envelope” to describe three dimensional robot operating requirements

Industry standards, including this one, are voluntary. The Robotic Industries Association makes no determination with respect to whether any robot, associated safety devices, manufacturer, or user is in compliance with this standard.

This standard contains five (5) annexes, all of which are informative.

Suggestions for improvement of the standard are welcome. They should be sent to the:

RIA Subcommittee on Safety
P. O. Box 3724
Ann Arbor, MI 48106

Consensus for approval of this standard as an American National Standard was achieved by balloting of the R15 Standards Approval Committee of the Robotic Industries Association (an accredited standards developing organization). Committee approval of this standard does not necessarily imply that all committee members voted for its approval. At the time it approved this standard, the R15 Standards Approval Committee had the following members:
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American National Standard
for Industrial Robots and Robot Systems –

Safety Requirements

0 Introduction
This standard assigns responsibilities for industrial robot safety to manufacturers, integrators, installers, and the user. Proper safeguarding of personnel is determined as prescribed in clause 8 or clause 9. The standard is best read in its entirety for full comprehension of requirements. Figure 1 gives a graphic presentation of the flow of responsibilities through the document.

Figure 1 – Logic flow of document
1 Scope, purpose, application and exclusions

1.1 Scope
This safety standard applies to the manufacture, remanufacture, rebuild, installation, safeguarding, maintenance, testing and start-up, and training requirements for industrial robots and robot systems.

1.2 Purpose
The purpose of this standard is to provide requirements for industrial robot manufacture, remanufacture and rebuild; robot system integration/installation; and methods of safeguarding to enhance the safety of personnel associated with the use of robots and robot systems.

NOTE – As used in this standard, the words “robot” or “robot system” are intended to mean “industrial robots” or “industrial robot systems” as defined in clause 3.

1.3 Application
The requirements of this standard shall be applied per 1.3.1 through 1.3.4. This in no way reduces the responsibility of the manufacturer, integrator, or user to be in compliance with the previous standard (ANSI/RIA R15.06-1992) prior to the effective dates, or with other applicable industry standards, for all new and existing systems. The effective dates are established by the standards-developing organization and not by the American National Standards Institute.

NOTE – See table A.1 for effective dates by application.

1.3.1 New or remanufactured robots
The requirements of this standard shall apply to all newly manufactured robots and all remanufactured (upgraded) robots within twenty-four (24) months after the approval date of this standard. Manufacture includes the design, engineering, construction, functional test and distribution of an industrial robot. Remanufacture includes any engineering or construction of existing robots to new or revised specification (of the original manufacturer or other source). This includes upgrade and modification work on the robot exclusive of software updates.

1.3.2 Rebuilt or re-deployed robots
Robots which are rebuilt or re-deployed shall comply with the standard in effect on the date of original manufacture. This does not preclude the addition of safety enhancements of this standard. Rebuilt robots are those which are overhauled and repaired to their original condition and manufacturer’s original or current specifications for that model robot including software changes. This includes overhaul and repair, reconditioning, refurbishment, or restoration. Re-deployed robots are those which are physically moved and only with changes to the task program and end-effector.

1.3.3 New robot systems and work cells
The requirements of this standard shall apply to all new robot systems or work cells within thirty-six (36) months after the approval date of this standard.

1.3.4 Existing robot systems and work cells
Existing robot systems or work cells which were installed prior to the effective date of this standard do not require retrofit (except as required in 10.3.2 Pendants and 10.8.4b-p Requirements for high speed APV) if they comply with the standard(s) in effect on the date of installation and are installed such that they:
a) are guarded such that intrusion into the **restricted space** will interrupt the automatic **cycle** of the robot task program, and

b) have **emergency stop** circuitry in full compliance with NFPA 79 on date of installation.

Any system or work cell not meeting these requirements shall be retrofit within twenty-four (24) months of approval of this standard.

**NOTE** – Circuitry for any retrofit should comply with 4.5.2 at a minimum.

### 1.4 Exclusions

This Standard applies to industrial robots and robot systems only. Examples of non-industrial robot applications include, but are not limited to: undersea and space robots, tele-operated manipulators, prosthetics and other aids for the handicapped, micro-robots (displacement <1 mm), autonomous mobile robots, surgery and service.

### 2 Normative references

The following standards contain provisions which, through reference in this text, constitute provisions of this American National Standard. At the time of publication, the editions indicated were valid. All standards are subject to revision, and parties to agreements based on this American National Standard are encouraged to investigate the possibility of applying the most recent editions of the standards indicated below.

- ANSI/NFPA 79-1997 - *Electrical standard for industrial equipment*
- ANSI/UL 1740-1998 - *Safety standard for robots and robotic equipment*
- OSHA 1904 - *General requirement for recording and reporting occupational injuries and illnesses*
- OSHA 1910.147 - *Control of hazardous energy (Lockout/Tagout)*
- OSHA 1910.212 - *General requirements for all machines (Machine guarding)*
- OSHA 1910.219 - *Mechanical power transmission apparatus*

### 3 Definitions

The definitions below are particular to this standard. Any other terms are explained as they are used in the document, or would be found in a dictionary.

**3.1 actuator:** A mechanism used to effect motion.

a) A power mechanism which converts electrical, hydraulic or pneumatic energy to effect motion.

b) A mechanical mechanism within a control device (e.g. a rod which opens contacts.)

c) A device (e.g. specialized key) which initiates a (un)locking sequence.

**3.2 attended program verification:** The act when a person within the **safeguarded space** verifies the robot’s **programmed** tasks at programmed speed. This is not **teach mode**, see 3.44.

**3.3 automatic mode:** Operating mode in which the control system operates in accordance with the **task program**.

---

1 OSHA regulatory standards available from the Superintendent of Documents, GPO, Washington, DC 20401
3.4 automatic operation: The state in which the robot is executing its programmed task as intended.

3.5 awareness barrier: Physical and visual means that warn a person of an approaching or present hazard.

3.6 awareness signal: A device that warns a person of an approaching or present hazard by an audible or visible means.

3.7 barrier: A physical means of separating persons from the hazard.

3.8 coordinated motion: Control wherein the axes of the robot arrive at their respective end points simultaneously, giving a smooth appearance to the motion. Control wherein the motions of the axes are such that the tool center point (TCP) moves along a prescribed path (line, circle, or other).

3.9 cycle: The single execution of a task program.

3.10 drive power: The energy source or sources for the robot actuators.

3.11 emergency stop: The operation of a circuit that overrides all other robot controls, removes drive power, causes all moving parts to stop, and removes power from other hazardous functions present in the safeguarded space but does not cause additional hazards.

3.12 enabling device: A manually operated device which when continuously activated, permits motion.

3.13 end-effector: An accessory device or tool specifically designed for attachment to the robot wrist or tool mounting plate to enable the robot to perform its intended task. (Examples may include gripper, spot weld gun, arc weld gun, spray paint gun, or any other application tools.)

3.14 energy source: Any electrical, mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, chemical, thermal, potential, kinetic or other sources of power/movement.

3.15 envelope: The three dimensional volume of space encompassing the movements of all robot parts (see space).

3.16 hazard: A potential source of harm.

3.17 hazardous motion: Any motion that is likely to cause personal physical harm.

3.18 industrial robot: An automatically controlled, reprogrammable multipurpose manipulator programmable in three or more axes which may be either fixed in place or mobile for use in industrial automation applications.

3.19 industrial robot system: Equipment that includes the robot(s) (hardware and software) consisting of the manipulator power supply and control system; the end-effector(s); and any other associated machinery and equipment within the safeguarded space.

3.20 interlock: An arrangement whereby the operation of one control or mechanism allows, or prevents the operation of another.

3.21 limiting device: A device that restricts the maximum space by stopping or causing to stop all robot motion and is independent of the control program and the task programs.

3.22 operator: The person designated to start, monitor and stop the intended operation of a robot or robot system. An operator may also interface with a robot for production purposes.

3.23 pendant: A hand-held device linked to the control system with which a robot can be programmed or moved. Also called teach pendant.

3.24 point of operation: The location(s) within the safeguarded space where work is performed on the material or workpiece.
3.25 presence-sensing safeguarding device: A device designed, constructed and installed to create a sensing field or area to detect intrusion or presence within such field or area by personnel, robots, or other objects.

3.26 program: (see below)

3.26.1 control program: The inherent set of control instructions which defines the capabilities, actions and responses of the robot system. This program is usually not intended to be modified by the user.

3.26.2 task program: Set of instructions for motion and auxiliary functions that define the specific intended task of the robot system.

3.26.3 task programming: The act of providing the task program (see 3.43 teach).

3.27 program path: The path traced by the TCP during the execution of a task program.

3.28 program verification: The execution of path instructions for the purpose of confirming the robot path and process performance. Verification may include the total program path or a segment of the path. The instructions may be executed in a single instruction or continuous instruction sequence. It is used in new applications and in fine tuning/editing of existing ones.

3.29 residual risk: That risk that remains after safeguarding devices have been applied.

3.30 risk: A combination of the probability and the degree of the possible injury or damage to health in a hazardous situation.

3.31 risk assessment: A comprehensive evaluation of the possible injury or damage to health in a hazardous situation in order to select appropriate safeguards.

3.32 robot: See 3.18 industrial robot.

3.33 robot system: See 3.19 industrial robot system.

3.34 safeguard: A barrier guard, device or safety procedure designed for the protection of personnel.

3.35 safeguarding: The act of providing personnel with protection from a hazard.

3.36 safeguarding device: A means that detects or prevents access to a hazard.

3.37 safety rated: Tested, evaluated, and proven to operate in a reliable and acceptable manner when applied in a function critical to health and welfare of personnel.

3.38 safety stop: A type of interruption of operation that allows an orderly cessation of motion for safeguarding purposes. This stop retains the program logic for trouble shooting purposes and to facilitate a restart.

3.39 single point of control: The ability to operate the robot such that initiation of robot motion from one source of control is only possible from that source and cannot be overridden from another source.

3.40 singularity: A condition caused by the collinear alignment of two or more robot axes resulting in unpredictable robot motion and velocities.

3.41 slow speed control: A mode of robot motion control where the speed is limited to \( \leq 250 \) mm/sec (10 in/sec) to allow persons sufficient time to either withdraw from hazardous motion or stop the robot.

3.42 space: The three dimensional volume encompassing the movements of all robot parts through their axes (previously called envelope, see annex A for illustrations).

3.42.1 maximum space: The volume of space encompassing the maximum designed movements of all robot parts including the end-effector, workpiece and attachments.
3.42.2 **restricted space**: That portion of the **maximum space** to which a **robot** is restricted by **limiting devices**. The maximum distance that the robot, **end-effector**, and work piece can travel after the limiting device is actuated defines the boundaries of the restricted space of the robot.

3.42.3 **operating space**: That portion of the **restricted space** that is actually used by the **robot** while performing its **task program**.

3.42.4 **safeguarded space**: The **space** defined by the perimeter **safeguarding devices**.

3.43 **teach (programming)**: Programming performed by:

a) manually leading the **robot end-effector**; or  
b) manually leading a mechanical simulating device; or  
c) using a teach **pendant** to move the **robot** through the desired actions.

3.44 **teach mode**: The control state that allows the generation, storage and playback of positional data points while under **slow speed control**. This is not verification, see 3.2.

3.45 **teacher**: A person who provides the **robot** with a specific set of instructions to perform a task.

3.46 **tool center point (TCP)**: The point defined for a given application with regard to the mechanical interface coordinate system.

3.47 **user**: An entity which uses **robots**, and is responsible for the personnel associated with the robot operation.

### 4 Manufacture, remanufacture, and rebuild of robots

**4.1 Requirements**

4.1.1 **New and remanufactured robots**

Anyone manufacturing, or remanufacturing, a **robot** shall meet all requirements contained in 4.2 - 4.16 of this standard.

4.1.2 **Rebuilt robots**

Anyone rebuilding a robot shall do so in accordance with 1.3.2.

**4.2 Hazards to personnel**

Potential **hazards** to personnel shall be eliminated by design, or protection shall be provided against the hazards. If a hazard cannot be eliminated by either design or protection, a warning against the specific hazard shall be provided. (OSHA 1910.212)

4.2.1 **Power transmission components**

Robots shall be designed and constructed to prevent exposure to components such as motors, gears, drive belts or linkages. (OSHA 1910.219)

4.2.2 **Failure to reach intended location**

If failure of the robot to reach an intended location presents a hazard, a stop shall be initiated and an **awareness signal** generated.
4.2.3 Power loss or change
Robots shall be designed and constructed so that loss of electrical power or voltage surges or changes in oil or air pressure will not result in a hazard.

4.2.4 Component malfunction
Robot components shall be designed, constructed, secured or contained so hazards caused by breaking or loosening, or releasing stored energy are minimized.

4.2.5 Sources of energy
A means of isolating any electrical, mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, chemical, thermal, potential, kinetic or other hazardous energy source to the robot shall be provided. This means shall be provided with lockout/tagout capability in accordance with Federal OSHA 1910.147 or local OSHA equivalent.

4.2.6 Stored energy
Means shall be provided for the controlled release of stored energy. This energy may be in the form of, but not limited to, air and hydraulic pressure accumulators, capacitors, springs, counter balances and flywheels. When appropriate, a label shall be affixed to the stored energy source to identify the hazard.

4.2.7 Electromagnetic interference, radio frequency interference and electrostatic discharge
The design and construction of the robot shall incorporate good engineering practices of shielding, filtering, suppression and grounding to prevent hazardous motion due to the effects of Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) and Radio Frequency Interference (RFI), and Electrostatic Discharge (ESD).

4.3 Movement without drive power
The robot shall be designed so that the axes are capable of being moved without drive power.

NOTE – Emergency or abnormal conditions may require robot axes be moved without drive power. The manufacturer should provide a means which allows:
   a) single and/or combination axes motion
   b) operation by a single person (preferred)

The user needs to be made aware that gravity and the release of braking devices can create additional hazards. Personnel should be trained to respond to emergency situations (clause 14).

4.4 Actuating controls

4.4.1 Protection from unintended operation
Actuating controls that initiate power or motion shall be constructed or located so as to prevent inadvertent operation. For example, a guarded push-button, key selector switch or two-handed control may be used.

4.4.2 Status indication
Actuating controls shall include an indication of the operating status.
4.4.3 Labeling
Actuating controls shall be labeled to clearly indicate their function.

4.4.4 Remotely located controls
A robot that can be controlled from a remote location(s) shall have a local means that, when used, prevents the initiation of robot motion from any other location.

4.5 Safety circuit performance
Safety circuits (electric, hydraulic, pneumatic) shall meet one of the performance criteria listed in 4.5.1 through 4.5.4.2

4.5.1 Simple
Simple safety circuits shall be designed and constructed using accepted single channel circuitry, and may be programmable.

4.5.2 Single channel
Single channel safety circuits shall be hardware based or comply with 6.4, include components which should be safety rated, be used in compliance with manufacturers’ recommendations and proven circuit designs (e.g. a single channel electro-mechanical positive break device which signals a stop in a de-energized state.)

4.5.3 Single channel with monitoring
Single channel with monitoring safety circuits shall include the requirements for single channel, shall be safety rated, and shall be checked (preferably automatically) at suitable intervals.

a) The check of the safety function(s) shall be performed
    1) at machine start-up, and
    2) periodically during operation;

b) The check shall either:
    1) allow operation if no faults have been detected, or
    2) generate a stop signal if a fault is detected. A warning shall be provided if a hazard remains after cessation of motion;

c) The check itself shall not cause a hazardous situation;

d) Following detection of a fault, a safe state shall be maintained until the fault is cleared.

4.5.4 Control reliable
Control reliable safety circuitry shall be designed, constructed and applied such that any single component failure shall not prevent the stopping action of the robot.

2 These performance criteria are not to be confused with the European categories B to 3 as described in ISO/IEC DIS 13849-1, Safety of machinery – Safety-related parts of control systems – Part 1: General principles for design (in correlation with EN 954-1.) They are different. The committee believes that the criteria in 4.5.1-4.5.4 exceed the criteria of B - 3 respectively, and further believe the reverse is not true.
These circuits shall be hardware based or comply with 6.4, and include automatic monitoring at the system level.

a) The monitoring shall generate a stop signal if a fault is detected. A warning shall be provided if a hazard remains after cessation of motion;

b) Following detection of a fault, a safe state shall be maintained until the fault is cleared.

c) Common mode failures shall be taken into account when the probability of such a failure occurring is significant.

d) The single fault should be detected at time of failure. If not practicable, the failure shall be detected at the next demand upon the safety function.

4.6 Robot stopping circuits

Every robot shall have stopping functions providing for one or more emergency stop devices, and connection of external safeguarding devices which signal a stop. This shall include a safety stop circuit and an emergency stop circuit, with hardware based emergency stop output signal.

4.6.1 Emergency stop

The emergency stop shall be fully compliant with NFPA 79, override all other robot controls, cause all moving parts to stop, and remove drive power from the robot actuators.

NOTE – This may be a category 0 or category 1 type stop as required by NFPA 79.

4.6.2 Emergency stop devices

Each operator control station, including pendants, capable of initiating robot motion, shall have a manually initiated emergency stop device.

4.6.3 Emergency stop device design

Push-buttons that activate an emergency stop circuit shall be:

a) red in color with a yellow background;

b) unguarded;

c) palm or mushroom head type;

d) the type requiring manual resetting;

e) installed such that resetting the button shall not initiate a restart.

4.6.4 Stopping with power off

The robot should support the capability, as an option, to include the supplied emergency stop devices in an externally powered circuit so that these devices remain capable of stopping external equipment even with the robot powered off.

4.6.5 Safety stop

Every robot shall have one or more safety stop circuits designed for the connection of external safeguarding devices.

While the robot is in automatic mode, the safety stop shall cause a stop of all robot motion, and remove power from the robot drive actuators. This stop may be initiated manually or by control logic using circuitry per 4.5.
4.7 Pendant and other teaching controls

Where a pendant control or other control device is provided to control the robot from within the safeguarded space, the requirements in 4.7.1 through 4.7.5 shall apply.

NOTE – This applies to any device used to control a robot from within the safeguarded space while drive power is applied to any of the robot axes. This includes robots with powered lead-through teach mode, whether using robot-mounted manual controls or main/secondary teaching controls.

4.7.1 Automatic

It shall not be possible to place the robot into automatic mode using the pendant or teaching control device exclusively.

4.7.2 Motion control

Motion of the robot initiated from the pendant or teaching control device shall be under slow speed control as described in 4.9. When high speed attended program verification per 10.8.3 is provided, the robot system shall meet the requirements in 4.8. All buttons and other devices on the pendant that cause robot motion shall stop motion when the button or device is released.

4.7.3 Enabling device

The pendant or teaching control device shall have an enabling device using a three position switch which, when continuously held in a detented position, permits motion. Release of or compression past the midpoint detent of the device shall stop robot motion using circuitry consistent with 4.5.

NOTE – Tests have shown that human reaction to an emergency may be to release an object, or to hold on tighter, thus compressing an enabling device. Design and installation of the enabling device should consider the ergonomic issues of sustained activation. This is a requirement for new robots only. See 10.3 for information on existing systems.

4.7.4 Pendant emergency stop

The pendant or teaching control device shall have an emergency stop circuit as described in 4.6.

4.7.5 Single point of control

The robot control system shall be designed so that when the robot is placed under pendant control or other teaching device control, initiation of robot motion shall be prevented from any source except the selected control device.

4.8 High speed APV requirements

When the capability to initiate motion at speeds greater than 250 mm (10 inches)/sec is provided for high speed attended program verification per 10.8, the robot shall meet the following requirements:

a) have a means to select APV mode requiring a deliberate action by the operator (e.g. a key switch on the robot control panel) outside of the safeguarded space;

b) upon selection of APV mode, speed shall default to a speed at or below slow speed control limits;

c) a means of adjusting the maximum speed up to the full programmed speed in several steps shall be provided on the pendant;
d) an indication of the maximum speed selected shall be provided on the pendant;

e) it shall require constant actuation of an enabling device and of the motion controls to continue robot motion.

4.9 Slow speed control

When operating in **coordinated motion** under slow speed control, the speed of the **tool center point** (TCP) shall not exceed 250 mm/sec (10 inches/sec).

When operating in joint mode under slow speed control, the maximum speed of the TCP at the full extension of the manipulator shall not exceed 250 mm/sec (10 inches/sec).

Slow speed control shall be designed and constructed so that in the event of any single reasonably foreseeable malfunction, the speed of the TCP shall not exceed the slow speed velocity limits.

4.10 Singularity protection

When in the **teach mode**, the robot control shall have the ability to stop robot motion and alert the **teacher** prior to the robot passing through or correcting for a **singularity** during coordinated motion initiated from the teach pendant.

4.11 Axis limiting devices

A means for installing adjustable mechanical stops shall be provided to limit the motion of the primary axis (the axis with the greatest displacement motion) of the robot. Provisions for mounting adjustable mechanical or non-mechanical **limiting devices** shall be provided for the next two axes (the axes with the second and third largest displacement motions). Mechanical stops shall be capable of stopping robot motion at rated load, maximum speed conditions, and at maximum and minimum extension. As an exception, if the primary axis is rotary, and the **maximum space** of the robot is a full circle (360°) adjustable mechanical limiting devices are not required on the primary axis.

Non-mechanical limiting devices include devices such as, but not limited to; 1) mechanical stops that are positioned electrically, pneumatically or hydraulically, 2) limit switches, 3) light curtains, 4) laser scanning devices and 5) pull cords when used to limit robot travel and define the **restricted space**.

**NOTE** – The adjustable devices allow the user to minimize the size of the restricted space. The degree of adjustment should be included in the required information in 4.16.

Mechanical stops include mechanical stops that are adjusted and then secured with fasteners.

Excluded from the axis limiting devices requirement are parallel link manipulators using cables or screw drives.

4.12 Provisions for lifting

Provisions for lifting the robot and its associated components shall be provided and shall be adequate for handling the anticipated load. These may include lifting hooks, eye bolts, threaded holes, fork pockets and the like.

4.13 Electrical connectors

Electrical connectors that could cause a hazard if they are separated, or if they break away, shall be designed and constructed so as to guard against such unintended separation. Those connectors that must be mated during installation of the robot and could cause a hazard if mismated shall be provided with a means to prevent mismating.
4.14 Hoses
If a failure of any hose could result in a hazard, such hose shall be secured, protected, or both.

4.15 Failures
Robots shall be designed and constructed so that any single reasonably foreseeable failure shall not cause a hazard.

4.16 Required information
The following information shall be provided for all robots and equipment furnished:

a) Instructions/Procedures
   1) APV capability and use
   2) Emergency movement without drive power
   3) Emergency recovery procedure
   4) Lifting procedures and precautions
   5) Lockout procedures
   6) Operating instructions
   7) Slow speed control functional testing
   8) Start-up and testing procedures

b) Warnings/Cautions
   1) Precautionary information

c) Specifications/Technical Information
   1) Function and location of all controls
   2) Robot specifications including range and load capacity
   3) Information required for installation
   4) Limiting device information
   5) Number, location, and degree of adjustment of hard stop capability
   6) Stopping time and distance or angle (from initiation of stop signal at full rated speed, maximum extension and maximum load) of the three axes with the greatest displacement motion.
   7) The number and location of non-mechanical limiting devices, including implementation
   8) The number of enabling devices which are provided or capable of being provided and the information about what is needed and how to add any additional enabling devices
   9) The safety circuit performance the robot meets per 4.5.

d) Certifications/Qualifications
   1) A list of the standards that the robot meets and a list of the standards that the robot is third party certified to meet
   2) Information on appropriate standards and related documents
e) Maintenance
   1) Maintenance information, including preventative maintenance schedules

f) System Requirements
   1) Electrical requirements
   2) Special environmental requirements including Electromagnetic Interference (EMI), Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) and Electro-Static Discharge (ESD)

g) Miscellaneous Information (upon request)
   1) Failure mode analysis information
   2) Hazard analysis and description of all hazard controls (ANSI/UL 1740-1998 § 80, 81)
   3) Training materials

5 Performance requirements of safeguarding devices

5.1 Barrier guards, fixed and interlocked

Barriers shall:
   a) be constructed to withstand operational forces and environmental conditions;
   b) be free of sharp edges and projections and shall not themselves create a hazard;
   c) provide a means for secure attachment.

5.2 Interlocking safeguarding devices

Safeguarding devices which are used for interlocking shall:
   a) have a key, plug or actuating device which is not easily duplicated;
   b) be tamper resistant and not be defeated intentionally without tools;
   c) provide a means for secure attachment;
   d) be provided with documentation stating the standards that the product meets, the standards that the product is independently certified to meet, and their safety circuit performance per 4.5.

5.2.1 Mechanical devices

Mechanical devices (typically including, but not limited to, transfer or captive/trapped key interlocking, see figure B.3) shall:
   a) have a physical link between the energy source of a hazard and the locking mechanism so as to allow the removal of the key or actuating device only when the hazard has been controlled. The removal of the key or actuating device shall prevent reinstatement of the hazard;
   b) provide a mechanical lock for the guard at the point of access, which can only be unlocked by the key or actuating device described in (a). This lock shall trap or retain the key or actuating device when the guard is opened, and only release the key or actuating device when the guard is closed and locked;
5.2.2 Electrical devices

Electrical devices, with or without guard locking (including, but not limited to, safety switches, captive key systems, and magnetically actuated switches) shall:

a) be provided with detailed information about the point in the travel of the actuating device where the switching action of the contacts occurs;
   NOTE – Depending on the switch and the installation, the amount of travel before switching may differ significantly. For example, without the information a hinge mounted switch may be improperly installed such that the door could open and a person enter before switching occurs.

b) be either: in compliance with 4.5.4, and upon failure detection successive automatic operation shall be prevented until the component failure has been corrected, or; be designed for positive opening (positive break) operation such that opening the contacts signals a stop (see figure B.4);
   NOTE – Positive opening (positive break) operation is the full separation (opening) of a closed contact through a non-resilient linkage (e.g. not dependent on springs) due to movement from the home (engaged) position (see figure B.3.)

c) guard locking devices hold the guard closed and locked until the hazard has ceased. These devices shall:
   1) provide a method to manually unlock the device in the event of power failure, and
   2) provide a method to monitor the state of the locking mechanism. The manufacturer shall separately state the safety circuit performance per 4.5, of the locking portion of the guard locking device.

5.3 Requirements for other safeguarding devices that signal a stop.

Safeguarding devices which initiate a stop signal shall:

a) be accompanied with documentation stating the standards that the product meets, any standards that the product is independently certified to meet, and their safety circuit reliability per 4.5.

b) provide a means for a readily observable indication that the device is operating;
   NOTE – Indicators are not necessarily required on sensing component(s) (for example switches) that may be used to signal a stop or as inputs to a muting control.

c) not be adversely affected by the environmental conditions for which the system is intended;

d) have a maximum response time that shall not be affected by the object sensitivity adjustments or environmental changes;

e) provide a means for secure attachment;

f) provide a means to restrict unauthorized adjustments or settings (hardware/software).
   NOTE – This may be accomplished by, but are not limited to the use of key-operated controls, controls located under lockable covers, passwords, etc.

5.3.1 Safety light curtains/screens

Safety light curtains/screens shall comply with requirements of 5.3 and additionally:

a) be marked/labeled with:
   1) maximum response time
   2) maximum angle of divergence/acceptance at maximum gain
3) minimum object sensitivity
4) protected height;

b) indicate if blanking is being used.
c) provide for a method to prevent or detect unwanted reflections (e.g. optical short circuits).

NOTE – Methods can include the overall effective beam pattern, the overall angle of divergence/acceptance at maximum gain, or a test procedure to detect the occurrence.

5.3.2 Area scanning safeguarding devices
Area scanning safeguarding systems shall comply with requirements of 5.3 and additionally:

a) be marked/labeled with:
   1) maximum response time;
   2) maximum safeguarding range;
   3) maximum field of view in degrees;
   4) range (linear and angular) and response time for an object sensitivity of 70 mm (2.75 inches);

b) not present a hazard (e.g. comply with 21 CFR 1040.10 for eye safety in the case of lasers);

c) have an identified total tolerance in the range measurement;

d) provide an operating mode or method to allow the user to comply with 11.5e for verified detection area;

e) provide information on the detection capabilities of the device in respect to the reflectivity of an object versus the distance to the object.

5.3.3 Radio frequency (RF)/capacitance safeguarding devices
RF/capacitance safeguarding devices shall comply with requirements of 5.3 and additionally:

a) have a sensitivity adjustment to allow for authorized adjustment of the field by qualified personnel;

b) not allow the adjusted field to decrease in sensitivity below the established level;

c) be marked/labeled with:
   1) maximum response time, including output devices
   2) minimum object sensitivity at maximum range

d) have an identifiable minimum object sensitivity and range that is not affected by ambient and environmental conditions.

e) provide an operating mode or method to allow the user to comply with 11.6c for verified sensitivity setting.

f) not be adversely affected by external fields (e.g. weld busses, portable hand-held VHF/UHF radios, or cellular telephones.)

g) shall comply with FCC Rule 15 for sources of Electro Magnetic or Radio Frequency interference (EMI/RFI).
5.3.4 Safety mat systems
Safety mat systems consist of safety mat(s), wiring from the mat to the mat control, and a mat control.

a) Safety mat controls shall:
   1) use system controls and wiring between the control and the mat complying with 5.3;
   2) be marked/labeled with maximum response time.

b) Safety mats shall:
   1) be accompanied with documentation stating the standards that the product meets and any standards that the product is independently certified to meet;
   2) comply with the requirements of 5.3c-f;
   3) have an identifiable sensing field;
   4) have a minimum object sensitivity which detects 30 kg (66 lb.) weight on an 80 mm (3.125 inch) diameter circular disk anywhere on the mat sensing surface;
   5) provide a means to retain minimum object sensitivity at the area where two mats are intended to be joined together to form a single sensing surface, as measured above;
   6) be manufactured to prevent any reasonably foreseeable failures (i.e. oxidation of the contact elements) if such failure could cause a loss in sensitivity within the sensing field.

5.3.5 Single and multiple beam safety systems
Single and multiple beam safety systems shall comply with requirements of 5.3 and additionally:

a) be marked/labeled with:
   1) maximum response time
   2) maximum angle of divergence/acceptance at maximum gain
   3) protected height and number/location of beams (fixed multiple systems only);

b) only respond to its intended source of transmitted light or signal.

c) provide for a method to prevent or detect unwanted reflections (e.g. optical short circuits).

NOTE – Methods can include the overall effective beam pattern, the overall angle of divergence/acceptance at maximum gain, or a test procedure to detect the occurrence.

5.3.6 Two hand control systems
Two hand control systems when used for safeguarding shall comply with requirements of 5.3 and additionally:

a) be designed to prevent accidental or unintentional operation;

b) have the individual operator’s hand controls arranged by design, construction, or separation to require the use of both hands within 500 ms to cycle the robot system;

c) be designed to require the release of all operator’s hand controls and the re-activation of all operator’s hand controls before a robot system cycle can be initiated;

d) a stop signal shall be issued if one or both hands are removed from the controls during the hazardous portion of a cycle.
6 Installation of robots and robot systems

The **user** of **robots** or **robot systems** shall ensure that the robot systems are installed in accordance with 6.1 through 6.17 of this standard. **Safeguarding devices** shall be installed in accordance with clause 7.

6.1 Installation specification

The robots or robot systems shall be installed in accordance with the specifications of the robot manufacturer.

6.2 Environmental conditions

Environmental conditions shall be evaluated to ensure compatibility of the robot with the anticipated operational conditions. These conditions include, but are not limited to, explosive mixtures, corrosive conditions, humidity, dust, temperature, Electromagnetic Interference (EMI), Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) and Electro-Static Discharge (ESD).

6.3 Control location

Controls and equipment requiring access during **automatic operation** shall be located outside the **safeguarded space** so that a person using the control **actuators** shall be outside the safeguarded space. The location of robot controls and equipment shall be constructed to provide a view of the robot **restricted space** when applicable.

**NOTE** – When robot systems are designed to provide clear visibility to the point of operation or the area where work is performed, the likelihood of equipment and machinery being operated while another person is in a hazardous position is greatly reduced. This is not intended to diminish the need for lockout but rather to recognize that injuries may occur when more than one person is working around machinery.

6.3.1 Actuating controls

Actuating controls that initiate power or motion shall be constructed or located so as to protect against inadvertent operation.

**NOTE** – Examples include guarded push-button, key selector switch or two-handed control.

6.4 Safety related software and firmware based controllers

Software and firmware-based controllers used in place of hardware based components with safety-related devices shall:

a) be designed such that any single safety related component or firmware failure shall:
   1) lead to the shutdown of the system in a safe state, and,
   2) prevent subsequent automatic operation until the component failure has been corrected;

   **NOTE** – Firmware is that executive control program code provided by the manufacturer of the component in a non-volatile internal storage mode and is not changeable by the user.

b) supply the same degree of safety achieved by using hardwired/hardware components per 4.5.4. For example, this degree of safety may be achieved by using microprocessor redundancy, microprocessor diversity, and self-checking;

c) be certified by a Nationally Recognized Testing Laboratory (NRTL) to an approved standard applicable for safety devices.
6.5 Limiting devices

Limiting devices, when used, shall establish restricted spaces for restraint of motion of the robots. The limiting devices (10.2) shall not cause additional hazards in the safeguarded space.

Non-mechanical limiting devices include devices such as, but not limited to; 1) mechanical stops that are positioned electrically, pneumatically or hydraulically, 2) limit switches, 3) light curtains, 4) laser scanning devices and 5) pull cords when used to limit robot travel and define the restricted space. Non-mechanical limiting devices that do not physically stop robot motion shall be tested, after installation, to determine the boundaries of the restricted space when the device is actuated. Testing shall be performed under maximum speed and maximum anticipated load conditions at full extension. Control activated mechanical limiting devices that physically stop robot movement shall be engineered to meet the performance criteria of mechanical stops. The control circuit performance of non-mechanical limiting devices shall be Control reliable (4.5.4) unless a risk assessment is performed which indicates a lesser requirement. Testing methods and results must be documented.

NOTE – Mechanical stops include mechanical stops that are adjusted and then secured with fasteners.

When used as a limiting device, a non-mechanical device must be installed with consideration of load dimensions for depth penetration and stopping distance.

6.6 Restricted space identification

The restricted space should be conspicuously identified.

6.7 Dynamic restricted space

The safeguarding interlocking logic may be such that the restricted space is redefined as the robot performs its task program.

6.8 Robot system clearance

The robot system shall be installed to provide minimum clearance requirements as specified in 10.7.7 or 10.8.5. Existing systems shall comply with the standard in effect on the date of installation.

6.9 Power requirements

All sources of power provided shall meet the specifications of the manufacturer and applicable codes.

6.10 Grounding requirement

Electrical ground shall be provided in accordance with the specifications of the manufacturer and applicable codes.

6.11 Power disconnect

Each installation shall have a means to shut off power to the robot. This means shall be located outside the safeguarded space and shall have lockout/tagout capability.

6.12 Robot system stopping circuits

Every robot system shall have a system emergency stop circuit and a safety stop circuit. Safety stop circuits (including the robot) shall comply with the performance of 4.5.4 unless a risk assessment is performed and another performance criteria is determined per 9.5. This
requirement for two circuits is for new installations. No retrofit is necessary for existing installations.

6.12.1 Robot system emergency stop
The system emergency stop circuit shall be fully compliant with NFPA 79, shall override all other controls, cause all motion to stop, remove drive power from the robot actuators, and remove all other energy sources that may present a hazard.

NOTE – Additional energy sources may be present to energize process equipment or peripherals. Examples of energy sources may include, but not be limited to paint guns, welder power supplies, motion systems, heaters, and sealant applicators.

6.12.2 Robot system emergency stop device location
Each robot system operator work station and any locations capable of controlling motion shall be provided with a readily accessible, unobstructed emergency stop device.

6.12.3 Robot system emergency stop device design
Push-buttons that activate a system emergency stop circuit shall be:

a) red in color with a yellow background;

b) unguarded;

c) palm or mushroom head type;

d) the type requiring manual resetting;

e) installed such that resetting the button shall not initiate a restart.

6.12.4 Robot work cell emergency stop function

a) Red palm type or red mushroom head type push-buttons shall not be used for any function except stopping.

b) Following an emergency stop, restarting automatic operation shall require a deliberate action to follow a prescribed start-up procedure outside the safeguarded space.

c) If the restricted spaces of two or more robots overlap, or if two or more robots are accessible within a work cell without safeguarding between them, a common emergency stop circuit shall stop the robots and hazards within the work cell.

6.12.5 Safety stops
While the robot system is in automatic mode, the safety stop shall cause a stop of all hazardous motion, remove power from the robot drive actuators, and cause all other hazards to cease. This stop may be initiated manually or by control logic. A separate circuit from the emergency stop circuit shall be used for safety stops initiated by the machine controller or safeguarding devices which signal a stop.

NOTE – This type of stop allows an orderly stop which retains the program logic for troubleshooting purposes and to facilitate a restart. Power may be restored to single station components such as robots, lifters, clamps, slides, dumps, etc. for manual cycling, jogging, or teaching.
6.13 Associated equipment shutdown
The robot system shall be installed so that shutdown of associated equipment shall not result in a hazard.

6.14 End-effector power loss or change
End-effectors shall be designed and constructed so that loss or change of electrical, hydraulic, pneumatic or vacuum power shall not result in a hazard. If this is not feasible, then other methods of safeguarding shall be provided to protect against hazards.

6.15 Emergency recovery procedure
Directions shall be provided for the emergency movement without drive power for the robot mechanisms and for other foreseeable fault recovery of related equipment.

6.16 Precautionary labels
Where precautionary labels provided on the robot are not visible due to some application or process, other means of precautionary notice shall be provided.

6.17 Required information
The applicable information as listed in 4.16 for robots shall be provided for all robot systems.

7 Safeguarding of personnel – Introduction

7.1 Responsibility
Safeguarding personnel against hazards which could cause personal injury is the responsibility of all persons involved in the design, integration, and use of robots and robot systems. The user shall ensure that appropriate safeguarding devices are in place, functioning, and that personnel are trained to use them as intended.

7.2 Implementation
Safeguarding shall be implemented by installing the appropriate safeguarding devices necessary to provide a safe working environment for personnel. Eliminating hazards by design changes in the application is preferred to the use of engineering controls (figure A.2). The work space should be designed for efficient production, enable personnel to accomplish their jobs in a safe manner, and remove the motivation to bypass safety controls.

7.3 Robot or robot system implementation stages
Safeguarding shall be required at each of the different development, implementation, and operational stages of robots and robot systems including but not limited to:

   a) design/development
   b) integration/installation
   c) verification/testing
   d) production operation
   e) maintenance
f) training

g) research and development

h) re-application

7.4 Sources of hazards

Hazards shall be identified in all aspects of the installation, including but not limited to:

a) equipment (robots, safeguards, ancillary hardware);
b) installation (pinch points, mounting, positioning);
c) process hazards which arise from the robot system itself, from its association with other equipment, or from interaction of persons with the robot system.

NOTE – Examples of sources of hazards are, but not limited to, the following:

- moving mechanical components causing trapping or crushing; individually (by themselves), in conjunction with other parts of the robot system, or other equipment in the work area
- stored energy in: moving parts; electrical, air or fluid power components;
- power sources: electrical; hydraulic; pneumatic
- hazardous atmospheres, materials, or conditions: explosive or combustible; radioactive; extreme high or low temperature
- noise (acoustical)
- interference: electromagnetic, electrostatic, radio frequencies; vibration and shock;
- loose objects, projectiles (e.g. failures of fixtures, grippers, or other mechanical parts retention devices)
- ergonomics
- slips, trips and falls from same level and from elevated locations
- human errors in: design, development and construction including ergonomic considerations; installation and commissioning including access, lighting, and noise; functional testing; application and use; programming and program verification; set-up including work handling/holding and tooling; troubleshooting and maintenance; safe working procedures;
- moving, handling, or replacing of the robot system or associated components.
- failures or faults of: protective means (e.g. devices, circuits, components), including removal or disassembly; power sources or means of distribution; control circuits, devices or components including input and output devices or circuits;
- inadvertent operation caused by equipment failure
- actions by personnel, either unintended or deliberate

7.5 Safeguarding methodology selection

A safeguarding strategy shall be developed for identifying and controlling hazards, including process-specific hazards (7.4), and either:

a) installing the safeguards required in clause 8, and installing them in accordance with clause 10;

or

b) conducting a comprehensive risk assessment per clause 9, and installing the safeguards determined to be appropriate in accordance with clause 10.
8 Safeguarding of personnel – Prescribed method

The following safeguards are prescribed and shall be installed in accordance with clause 10 when a risk assessment is not performed.

8.1 Safeguarding requirements

The robot and robot system shall be equipped with adequate safeguarding devices to protect against hazards, including, but not limited to, the hazards as described in 7.4. Safeguarding shall be by means which prevents access to the hazard, or cause the hazard to cease, without a specific conscious action by the person(s) being protected. Safeguarding devices shall have control reliable control circuitry (4.5.4) and be installed and applied consistent with clause 10. Designated procedures and training shall be used as described in clause 14. Additionally, awareness barriers and awareness signals should be used to augment safeguarding devices.

8.2 Restricted space

The restricted space shall be established by installation of limiting devices which minimize the total distance a robot can travel per 10.2. Protection outside the restricted space shall be by perimeter guarding which establishes the safeguarded space. In no case shall the perimeter guarding be installed closer to the hazard than the restricted space.

NOTE – Design layout should minimize the difference between the operating space and the restricted space.

8.3 Protection of personnel outside the safeguarded space

Personnel shall be protected from hazards that are within the safeguarded space by:

a) Containing all process hazards;

b) preventing access into the safeguarded space and, when access is required, stopping all motion within the safeguarded space upon entry by use of interlocked barriers and/or presence-sensing safeguarding devices;

c) Application of appropriate operator interface safeguarding devices such as interlocked barriers and/or presence-sensing safeguarding devices.

8.4 Protection of personnel within the safeguarded space

Personnel required to perform tasks within the safeguarded space shall be protected by:

a) Preventing the re-initiation of any motion or hazardous process while personnel are within the safeguarded space, for example locking a gate open;

b) Providing clearance in accordance with 10.8.5;

c) Limiting motion to slow speed per 4.9 or be in compliance with APV requirements in 10.8;

d) Compliance with the teach requirements in 10.7.5, and;

e) Compliance with the safeguarding maintenance personnel requirements in 10.10.

8.5 Point of operation hazards

Protection from point of operation hazards shall be provided by use of additional safeguarding devices within the safeguarded space.

NOTE – Point of operation hazards are usually a function of the robot end-effector. Weld flash, spraying processes, grinding, deburring, processes using ionizing and non-ionizing radiation, and dipping are some of the examples of processes that may present...
hazards to operators, maintenance, teachers or other personnel in proximity to the
restricted space. Safeguarding methods described in 10.4, used in conjunction with
process specific protective devices and sound industrial hygiene practices should afford
optimal protection for personnel subject to exposure.

9 Safeguarding of personnel – Risk assessment method

When required by 7.5 for new installations, a risk assessment shall be performed. The risk
assessment shall take into account the stage of development, intended use of the robot and
robot system, anticipated skill and training of operators, additional risk exposure and
processes. A number of methodologies are available to do a risk assessment. Any method is
acceptable which prescribes safeguarding equivalent to or more stringent than the
requirements of this clause.

9.1 Requirements

a) The risk assessment shall be performed by the user or integrator at the time of initial robot
and robot systems design to determine minimum safeguarding requirements and to
develop an overall safety strategy (see figure C.1). This assessment shall be revised and
updated as the design process matures prior to installation of the robot system.

b) Additional risk assessments shall be performed by the user upon final installation and
configuration, and again each time the system configuration changes. The user shall
maintain the documentation of the most recent risk assessment(s).

c) The first step of a risk assessment shall assume no safeguards are installed and include:

1) task and hazard identification per 9.2;

2) risk estimation per 9.3;

d) The second step of a risk assessment shall select the safeguards based on requirements
of 9.4 and 9.5.

e) The third step of the risk assessment is to assume the safeguards are installed and
validate the selection (9.6).

NOTE – Annex C offers an example of a risk assessment method which has been
demonstrated to achieve the required results.

9.2 Task and hazard identification

a) Describe the application/process and a definition of the limits associated with its intended
use;

b) Identify all reasonably foreseeable tasks associated with the robot and robot system and
the stage of development;

c) Identify hazards associated with each task, except the special requirements associated
with teach (ref. 10.7.4).

9.3 Risk estimation

For each task and hazard combination, determine level of risk using severity, exposure, and
avoidance per table 1. Where multiple criteria can apply, use the most restrictive criteria.
Factor | Category | Criteria
--- | --- | ---
Severity | S2 | Serious Injury
 | S1 | Slight Injury
Exposure | E2 | Frequent exposure
 | E1 | Infrequent exposure
Avoidance | A2 | Not Likely
 | A1 | Likely

Table 1 – Hazard Severity/Exposure/Avoidance Categories

NOTE – Exposure can be affected by either a change in the frequency that the task is performed or by the application of a category R2 risk reduction safeguard or application of lockout to control the hazard by removal of the energy source that reduces exposure to the hazard. Determining frequency of access can require judgment decisions by the person(s) performing the risk assessment. Access can range from cyclical production to maintenance tasks associated with periodic maintenance. When determining proper safeguards, it should be noted that serious injuries have resulted from infrequent tasks.

Avoidance can be affected by: a) reducing the speed of the hazard to give sufficient warning/reaction time, or b) through the application of a category R2 risk reduction safeguard, or c) installation of awareness devices.

9.4 Risk reduction determination

Using the Avoidance, Severity and Exposure criteria for each task and hazard combination obtained from table 1, follow across table 2 to determine the risk reduction category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEVERITY OF INJURY</th>
<th>EXPOSURE</th>
<th>AVOIDANCE</th>
<th>RISK REDUCTION CATEGORY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S2 Serious Injury</td>
<td>E2 Frequent exposure</td>
<td>A2 Not Likely</td>
<td>R1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than First-aid</td>
<td></td>
<td>A1 Likely</td>
<td>R2A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E1 Infrequent exposure</td>
<td>A2 Not Likely</td>
<td>R2B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A1 Likely</td>
<td>R2B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1 Slight Injury</td>
<td>E2 Frequent exposure</td>
<td>A2 Not Likely</td>
<td>R2C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-aid</td>
<td></td>
<td>A1 Likely</td>
<td>R3A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E1 Infrequent exposure</td>
<td>A2 Not Likely</td>
<td>R3B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A1 Likely</td>
<td>R4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 – Risk reduction decision matrix prior to safeguard selection

NOTE – This table assumes that no safeguards are installed.
9.5 Safeguard selection

Using the risk reduction category determined by table 2, follow across table 3 to determine the minimum required safeguard performance and circuit performance. When attended program verification (APV) is to be used, the selection of safeguards shall be as required in 10.8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>SAFEGUARD PERFORMANCE</th>
<th>CIRCUIT PERFORMANCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>Hazard elimination or hazard substitution (9.5.1)</td>
<td>Control reliable (4.5.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2A</td>
<td>Engineering controls preventing access to the hazard, or stopping the hazard (9.5.2), e.g. interlocked barrier guards, light curtains, safety mats, or other presence sensing devices (10.4)</td>
<td>Control reliable (4.5.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2B</td>
<td>Engineering controls preventing access to the hazard, or stopping the hazard (9.5.2), e.g. interlocked barrier guards, light curtains, safety mats, or other presence sensing devices (10.4)</td>
<td>Single channel with monitoring (4.5.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2C</td>
<td>Engineering controls preventing access to the hazard, or stopping the hazard (9.5.2), e.g. interlocked barrier guards, light curtains, safety mats, or other presence sensing devices (10.4)</td>
<td>Single channel (4.5.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3A</td>
<td>Non-interlocked barriers, clearance, procedures and equipment (9.5.3)</td>
<td>Single channel (4.5.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3B</td>
<td>Non-interlocked barriers, clearance, procedures and equipment (9.5.3)</td>
<td>Simple (4.5.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>Awareness means (9.5.4)</td>
<td>Simple (4.5.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 – Safeguard Selection Matrix

NOTE – Application of the Safeguard Selection Matrix (Table 3) and Safeguard Selection Validation Matrix (Table 4) are primarily intended for machinery and equipment related task and hazard combinations. Certain task and hazard combinations such as material related tasks that include exposure to sharp parts, thermal and ergonomic hazards require the application of the highest level of feasible safeguarding based on the hierarchy of controls (table A.2) and fall outside the scope of Tables 3 and 4. Appropriate standards and regulations should also be consulted.

9.5.1 Category R1 risk reduction

Risk reduction shall be accomplished by hazard elimination or hazard substitution which does not create an equal or greater hazard. When hazard elimination or substitution is not possible, all provisions of a category R2 risk reduction shall apply and provisions of categories R3 and R4 shall be used for safeguarding residual risk.

9.5.2 Category R2 risk reduction

Safeguarding shall be by means that prevent access to the hazard, or cause the hazard to cease. Provisions of categories R3 and R4 may be used for safeguarding residual risk.

9.5.3 Category R3 risk reduction

Safeguarding, at a minimum, shall be by means of non-interlocked barriers, clearance from the hazard, written procedures, and personal protective equipment if applicable. Provisions of Category R4 may also be used for safeguarding residual risk.

9.5.4 Category R4 risk reduction

Safeguarding, at a minimum, shall be by administrative means, awareness means including audio/visual warnings and training.
9.6 Selection validation

Once safeguards are selected based on table 3 requirements and installed in accordance with clause 10, the process in 9.2 and 9.3 must be repeated to determine if each identified hazard has been protected so that the remaining risk is tolerable. Re-evaluate the Avoidance, Severity and Exposure criteria for each task and hazard combination using table 1. Then follow across table 4 to determine the risk reduction category. Apply the appropriate additional safeguards to control residual risk. If the risk reduction category is now an R3 or R4, the risk reduction for that task and hazard combination is complete. If the risk reduction category is not an R3 or R4, install appropriate safeguards and repeat this step.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXPOSURE</th>
<th>AVOIDANCE</th>
<th>SEVERITY OF INJURY</th>
<th>RISK REDUCTION CATEGORY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E2 Frequent exposure</td>
<td>A2 Not Likely</td>
<td>S2 Serious Injury</td>
<td>R1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S1 Slight Injury</td>
<td>R2C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A1 Likely</td>
<td>S2 Serious Injury</td>
<td>R2A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S1 Slight Injury</td>
<td>R3A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1 Infrequent exposure</td>
<td>A2 Not Likely</td>
<td>S2 Serious Injury</td>
<td>R2B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S1 Slight Injury</td>
<td>R3A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A1 Likely</td>
<td>S2 Serious Injury</td>
<td>R3B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S1 Slight Injury</td>
<td>R4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 – Safeguard selection validation matrix with safeguards installed

9.7 Documentation

The risk assessment will be documented at each stage of system development. The user shall maintain a file documenting the most recent risk assessment(s) for each robot or robot system in use (see annex C for sample formats). At a minimum the file must contain lists of tasks, hazards, risk reduction category, and safeguards selected, to validate and record the risk assessment requirements of 9.1 through 9.6. This assessment will be passed on to the successor level responsible for installation/integration; and be incorporated in the risk assessment accomplished at the next stage.

10 Safeguarding of personnel – Implementation

10.1 Requirements of safety circuit performance

The ultimate design requirement for safety systems is that, should they fail, the associated hazard is left in a safe state. Safety related parts of control systems shall be designed, constructed, selected, and assembled using basic safety principles for the intended application and can withstand:

a) the expected operating stresses

b) the influence of the processed material

c) other relevant external influences.

The performance criteria listed in 4.5 shall be used in the design of the safety circuit consistent with the associated level of hazard. These circuit requirements are for new installations.
10.2 Limiting robot motion

Limiting robot motion may be accomplished by means integral to the robot, or by external limiting devices. Limiting devices are used to re-define the space for a robot to perform its task, e.g. the restricted space is made smaller than the maximum space by installation of limiting devices.

10.2.1 Mechanical limiting devices

Mechanical limiting devices, including mechanical stops integral to the robot, shall be capable of stopping motion at rated load, maximum speed conditions, and at maximum and minimum extension for the device.

10.2.2 Non-mechanical limiting devices

Devices such as, but not limited to, limit switches, relays or blocking valves may be utilized provided the device and associated controls (hardware based or compliant with 6.4) are capable of stopping the robot motion under maximum load and speed conditions. Non-mechanical limiting devices shall be electrically integrated in accordance with 10.4.6.

10.2.3 Dynamic limiting devices

Dynamic limiting is the automatically controlled change in a robot’s restricted space during a portion of the robot system’s cycle. Control devices such as, but not limited to, cam operated limit switches, light curtains or control activated retractable hard stops may be utilized to further limit robot movement within the restricted space while the robot performs its task program provided the device and associated controls (hardware based or compliant with 6.4) are capable of stopping the robot motion under rated load and speed conditions. Dynamic limiting devices shall be electrically integrated in accordance with 10.4.6.

10.3 Pendants

10.3.1 New installations

Pendants or teaching control devices used inside the safeguarded space shall conform to 4.7.

10.3.2 Existing installations

Existing pendants or teaching control devices used inside the safeguarded space and not equipped with an enabling device or function must be retrofitted. Retrofit to the three position switch is not required, and should not be done unless the installation is ergonomically accomplished. Pendants with a motion function which requires continuous activation to allow robot motion also meet the intent of this requirement.

10.4 Safeguarding devices - application, integration and installation requirements

10.4.1 Purpose of safeguarding devices

Safeguarding devices shall be used consistent with the manufacturers instructions; and shall be applied to the robot system to:

a) prevent access to the hazard,
b) cause the hazard to cease before access,
c) prevent unintended operation,
d) contain parts and tooling (e. g. loose objects, flying projectiles).
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e) control other process hazards (e.g. noise, laser, radiation.)

NOTE – Each safeguarding device may not address each criteria a-e, depending on the hazard being protected.

10.4.2 Safeguarding device selection

Devices selected for safeguarding robot and robot systems applications shall comply with the requirements contained in clause 5. The selection of the safeguarding devices or combination of devices shall provide automatic protection against hazards associated with tasks such as normal production, teaching, troubleshooting, and maintenance. Safeguarding shall be accomplished by the use of one or more of the following safeguarding devices:

a) **barriers**, fixed and **interlocked**;

b) two hand control systems;

c) **presence sensing safeguarding devices** (PSSD):

1) safety light curtains/screens
2) safety mat systems
3) area scanning safeguarding systems
4) radio frequency (RF)/capacitance sensing safety systems
5) single and multiple safety beams

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barrier Opening Size (Smallest Dimension)</th>
<th>Minimum Distance from Hazard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mm</td>
<td>Slotted opening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0 - 6.0</td>
<td>≤13.0 mm(^a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.1 - 11.0</td>
<td>≤64.0 mm 2.5 in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.1 - 16.0</td>
<td>≤89.0 mm 3.5 in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.1 - 32.0</td>
<td>≤166.0 mm 6.5 in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.1 - 49.0</td>
<td>≤445.0 mm 17.5 in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49.1 - 132.0(^b)</td>
<td>≤915.0 mm 36.0 in</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 – Minimum distance from hazard as a function of barrier opening size

NOTE – This criteria is for new installations only.

A - Barriers shall not be located less than 13.0 mm (0.5 inches) from the hazard.
B - Barrier openings shall not be greater than 132.0 mm (5.0 inches) unless a risk assessment is performed.

10.4.3 Safeguarding device safety distance
All safeguarding devices shall be securely installed and located at a distance such that the hazard can not be accessed.

a) When preventing access with barriers, table 5 shall be used to determine the minimum safe distance for fixed barriers with openings. See figure B.1 for graphical representation of this table.

b) When signaling the hazard to cease with interlocked devices (including access points in fixed barrier guarding), two hand controls, or presence sensing safeguarding devices, the formula in table 6 shall be used to determine the minimum safe distance.

c) When presence sensing safeguarding devices are used solely to prevent starting or restart, or safeguarding for clearance, safety distance is not a requirement but the devices must be positioned to comply with 10.7.7 or 10.8.5.

NOTE – When PSSDs solely safeguard against start or restart hazards, other safeguarding devices are used to prevent access or cause the hazard to cease before access.

\[
Ds = [K \times (Ts + Tc + Tr)] + Dpf
\]

where:

- \(Ds\) = minimum safe distance between safeguarding device and the hazard
- \(K\) = speed constant: 1.6 m/sec (63 inches/sec) minimum based on the movement being the hand/arm only and the body being stationary
  
  NOTE – A greater value may be required in specific applications and when body motion must also be considered.
- \(Ts\) = worst stopping time of the machine/equipment
- \(Tc\) = worst stopping time of the control system
- \(Tr\) = response time of the safeguarding device including its interface
  
  NOTE – \(Tr\) for interlocked barrier may include a delay due to actuation. This delay may result in \(Tr\) being a deduct (negative value).
- \(Dpf\) = maximum travel towards the hazard within the presence sensing safeguarding devices (PSSD) field that may occur before a stop is signaled. Depth penetration factors will change depending on the type of device and application. See figure B.2 for specific values.

Table 6 – Minimum distance from hazard for a device which signals a stop

10.4.4 Bypassing safeguarding devices
Bypassing refers to the manual interruption of the normal function of a safeguarding device that signals or causes a stop by designed-in controls or by temporary means.

a) Bypassing in automatic mode - The robot system shall not be operated in automatic mode with any of the safeguards bypassed unless alternate safeguards are provided which provide an equivalent level of protection from the hazard.
b) Bypassing for maintenance - When a means to bypass safeguarding devices is provided for maintenance, the following requirements shall be met:

1) for designed-in bypass controls, it shall not be possible to resume automatic operation with the bypass activated.

2) the bypass means shall be located in clear view of the device bypassed.

3) the bypass control shall be designed and installed consistent with the circuit performance of the device being bypassed.

4) visual indication that safety devices are bypassed shall be provided at the bypass control, the cell maintenance entrance, and the affected operator stations, if any.

c) Bypassing for teach - When a control device to bypass safety devices is provided for teach, the following requirements shall be met:

1) it shall not be possible to resume automatic operation with the bypass control device activated.

2) the teacher shall be fully trained in which safeguarding devices have been bypassed.

3) the bypass control shall be designed and installed consistent with the circuit reliability of the device being bypassed.

4) visual indication that safety devices are bypassed shall be provided at the bypass control, the cell maintenance entrance, and the affected operator stations, if any.

10.4.5 Muting

Muting is the temporary automatically controlled deactivation of the function of a safeguarding device during a portion of the robot, or robot system’s cycle. Muting may be used in conjunction with any safeguarding device that electrically signals a stop. (See figure B.5)

Muting is permitted when:

a) personnel are not exposed to the hazard;

b) the hazard cannot be accessed without a stop being initiated;

NOTE – Physical barriers or obstructions can prevent access.

c) the muting system is designed and installed consistent with the safety circuit performance required of the device being muted. In the event of a failure subsequent muting shall be prevented until the failure is corrected.

d) for operator interface application(s), presence in the muted safeguarded space is continually sensed;

NOTE – Continual sensing is typically meant for parts loading applications where personnel are expected to enter an area protected by a safeguarding device which is muted and then exit prior to the next cycle in the safeguarded space. Muting to allow the entry of a part requires alternative sensing to detect personnel intrusion, but is not required to detect deliberate acts such as riding inside a car body.

10.4.6 Safeguarding device electrical integration

Safeguarding devices shall be integrated into the safety stop circuitry:

a) per 10.1 and 4.5.4, or

b) per table 3 if a risk assessment per clause 9 is performed.
10.4.7 Start and Restart
Personnel shall be protected from inadvertent start/restart of the robot or robot system when they are inside the safeguarded space. Restart shall require deliberate actions outside the safeguarded space. Where start and restart of the cell does not provide for clear view of the safeguarded space, a method for detection of personnel in the non-observable location(s) is required. The preferred method is automatic detection. When automatic detection is not provided, alternative methods shall be provided which include but are not limited to:

a) procedural policy/programs  
b) awareness means  
c) visual/audible warnings  
d) training

10.5 Awareness means
Awareness means include barriers or signal devices used to call attention to the existence of potential hazards. They should be used in addition to, but shall not be as a substitute for, the safeguarding devices in clause 11. Awareness means shall be used to identify residual risks not protected by other safeguards.

NOTE – Where the hazards cannot be totally or physically removed or controlled by design, awareness means should be used. Awareness means are not intended to be used in place of engineering controls, such as barriers and presence sensing safeguarding devices.

10.5.1 Awareness barrier
An awareness barrier shall be constructed, located, and installed so that a person cannot enter the restricted space of a robot without sensing the presence of the barrier.

10.5.2 Awareness signal
An awareness signal shall be constructed and located such that it shall provide a recognizable audible or visual signal to individuals of an approaching or present hazard. When visual awareness light signals are used to warn of hazards within a safeguarded space, they shall be designed and located so that the light can be seen by an individual approaching the safeguarded space. Audible awareness devices shall have a distinctive sound and a greater decibel level than the surrounding ambient noise.

10.6 Procedures and training
Procedures and training shall be used in addition to, but not as a substitute for, the safeguarding devices in clause 11.

10.7 Safeguarding the teacher
The teacher is the person assigned to “teach”, manipulate, or program the robot. When teaching requires personnel inside the safeguarded space, safeguards are required to protect the teacher from hazards.

10.7.1 Training
The user shall ensure that the teacher is trained in accordance with clause 14.
10.7.2 Preparation

Before teaching a robot, the teacher shall visually check the robot and safeguarded space to ensure that conditions which may cause hazards do not exist. The emergency stop and motion controls of the pendant shall be functionally tested to ensure proper operation. Any damage or malfunction shall be repaired prior to commencing the teaching operation.

10.7.3 Functional safeguards

Before entering the safeguarded space, the teacher shall ensure that all safeguards are in place and functioning as intended in the teach mode.

10.7.4 Protection from adjacent hazards

The teacher shall be safeguarded from the motion of adjacent robots and other associated equipment that may present a hazard.

10.7.5 Selecting teach mode

When the teach mode is selected, the following conditions shall be met:

a) the teacher shall be provided with and use a pendant which has single point of control of the robot (10.3);

b) when operating under drive power, slow speed control shall be in effect (see 4.9). The actual speed shall be selected such that the teacher has sufficient time to either withdraw from hazardous motions or stop the robot. The teacher must exercise caution when operating in coordinated straight line mode since the robot is controlling the tool center point and a greater speed may exist at other parts of the robot or axis while in motion;

c) all robot system emergency stop devices shall remain functional;

d) during teaching, only the teacher should be allowed in the restricted space. Certain teaching/programming situations may require more than one person in the safeguarded or restricted space. The teacher shall have sole control of robot motion in accordance with 10.7.5a.

1) additional personnel within the restricted space shall be furnished with and use an enabling device consistent with 4.7.3,

or

2) be protected by providing the clearance and safeguarding requirements in 10.8.5. In addition, safeguarding shall be added when the potential rear swing or side motion of robot components such as the shoulder, counterweight, drives or accessory structures create a pinch point to adjacent equipment; and any robots having overlapping restricted spaces shall be prevented from simultaneous teaching capability by hardware based circuitry.

e) the teacher shall have sole control of movement of other equipment in the safeguarded space if such movement would present a hazard;

f) where there is more than one robot in the safeguarded space, automatic operation shall be inhibited on all robots if a barrier interlock has been opened or a presence sensing device perimeter guard has been violated.

10.7.6 Automatic mode

All personnel shall be required to leave the safeguarded space prior to initiating automatic mode.
10.7.7 Clearance
When personnel must enter the safeguarded space to perform the slow speed teach function, in robot cells without attended program verification (APV) high speed capabilities, the robot system shall be installed to provide a minimum clearance from the operating space of 0.45 m (18 inches) from areas of building, structures, utilities, other machines and equipment not specifically supporting the robot function that may create trapping or a pinch point. Where this minimum clearance is not provided, additional safeguarding devices to stop robot motion while personnel are within 0.45 m of the trapping or pinch hazard shall be provided. This does not include those areas that are not readily accessible except by climbing over, around or under an obstruction unless access is required for the teaching function. See figure A.2 for graphical representation.

10.8 Safeguarding personnel during program verification
Program verification is a method to confirm that a robot’s programmed path and process performance are consistent with the expectations for the application. Verification may include the total program path or a segment of the path. It is used in new applications and in fine tuning/editing of existing ones.

NOTE – Program verification shall be performed outside the safeguarded space whenever possible. APV shall not be used for continuous production of parts/process.

Program verification includes the following methods:

10.8.1 Verification from outside the safeguarded space
Personnel shall be protected in this mode by the safeguarding specified in section 8.3.

10.8.2 Slow speed attended program verification
Program execution in slow speed (4.9) verification shall not exceed one cycle. Additional cycles shall require re-initiation of the program. In addition all the requirements described in 10.7 shall apply.

10.8.3 High-speed attended program verification
Certain robot applications may require a person to be present inside the safeguarded space to verify the robot’s programmed task and its interaction with other equipment at speeds exceeding the slow speed control limit. This operation is defined as high speed attended program verification (APV).

NOTE – In order to keep personnel outside the safeguarded space, consideration should be given to using alternate means for inspection of the task program. Means may include, but not be limited to work cell design, cameras, and mirrors, and any other means that afford a view of the robot program execution.

10.8.4 Requirements for high speed APV
The following safeguarding requirements shall apply during high speed attended program verification:

a) the robot system shall be installed with safety circuit performance in accordance with 4.5.4. Existing systems not complying with circuit performance of 4.5.2 should be retrofitted to at least that performance level;

b) selection of attended program verification shall require deliberate action as defined in section 4.8;

c) the person shall be trained in accordance with clause 14;
d) the robot system shall be installed so that it cannot be placed in automatic mode when high speed attended program verification is selected.

e) For multi-robot cells, only the minimum number of robots to verify the program shall be operated at high-speed APV at one time. For existing installations, compliance with 6.12.4c is also required.

f) only one person shall be allowed within the safeguarded space;

   NOTE – A means to prevent or warn against additional personnel entering the safeguarded space shall be provided.

 g) before initiating high speed APV, the person shall visually check the robot and safeguarded space to ensure that conditions which may cause hazards do not exist. The emergency stop and motion controls of the pendant shall be functionally tested to ensure proper operation. Any damage or malfunction shall be repaired prior to commencing the verification operation;

h) before entering the safeguarded space, the person shall ensure that all safeguards are in place and functioning as intended in the teach mode;

i) person performing attended program verification shall use a pendant complying with 10.3;

j) person performing attended program verification shall remain outside of the programmed path being verified;

   NOTE – That means that the person shall not have to move to stay out of the path of the robot, including the unpredictable swing arc of a possible singularity.

k) APV shall be restricted to the minimum amount of motion necessary for verification;

   NOTE – Speed defaults to slow speed control limits when APV is selected (4.8).

l) the first test cycle shall be at slow speed;

m) speeds shall be selectively increased in several steps by the operator;

n) program verification for one cycle only. Additional cycles shall require reinitiation of the program;

o) disable other robots or equipment in the safeguarded space which are not required to move during the process being verified;

p) the person shall be required to leave the safeguarded space prior to initiating automatic mode.

10.8.5 Clearance for high speed APV

When attended program verification in high speed is used or when referenced here by other clauses, the robot system shall be installed to provide a minimum clearance from the restricted space of 0.45 m (18 inches) from readily accessible areas of buildings, structures, utilities, other machines and equipment not specifically supporting the robot function that may create trapping or a pinch point. Where this minimum clearance is not provided, additional safeguarding devices to stop robot motion while personnel are within 0.45 m of the trapping or pinch hazard shall be provided. See figure A.2 for graphical representation.

10.9 Safeguarding the operator

The user of a robot system shall ensure that safeguards are established for each operation associated with the robot system. Special care should be exercised where an operator is required to interact with the robot on each operating cycle such as to feed parts to the robot for processing, the user of the robot system shall assure that safeguards are established for each operation.
10.9.1 Requirements

a) Operators of robot systems shall be trained in accordance with clause 14.

b) Operators shall be instructed in the proper operation of the control actuators for the robot system and shall be instructed in how to respond to recognized hazards.

c) Operators shall be safeguarded either in accordance with clause 8 or by implementing the safeguards determined by a risk assessment in accordance with clause 9.

d) The safeguards shall either prevent the operator from being in the restricted space during automatic robot operation or stop robot motion while any part of an operator’s body is within the restricted space.

10.9.2 Presence sensing device initiation (PSDI)

PSDI is the mode of operation when a PSSD still acts as a safeguarding device, but it is also used in a control configuration such that PSSD interruptions are monitored so that the control initiates a cycle start when the sensing field is clear without the need of pressing any additional cycle enable or run buttons.

The following additional requirements shall be met when a presence sensing safety device is used to signal a start action in addition to its safeguarding function:

a) PSDI shall be used for production operations only. Setup, teaching, and maintenance shall not be done in the PSDI mode;

b) a configuration which would allow a person to enter, pass through towards the hazardous area and become clear of the PSSD’s sensing field shall not be used in a PSDI mode of operation;

   NOTE - Careful consideration should be given if PSDI is to be used in the horizontal sensing plane.

c) PSDI shall comply with the following:

   1) selection of PSDI shall require a separate and deliberate act;

   2) a timer shall be provided to deactivate PSDI should there be a delay between production initiations;

   3) part in place sensing shall be used, such that the part/work piece is in-place in order for PSDI to operate;

   4) PSDI shall provide safeguarding on one plane only, mirrors shall not be used;

   5) light curtains used for PSDI operation shall have a minimum object sensitivity not to exceed 30 mm (one and one-fourth inches). Where light curtain object sensitivity is user-adjustable, either discretely or continuously, design features shall limit the minimum object sensitivity adjustment not to exceed 30 mm. If Fixed Blanking is used, then the blanked area shall be completely obstructed. Floating Blanking shall not be used if the minimum object sensitivity exceeds 30 mm in such use;

   6) when the PSSD signals a safety stop command for safeguarding purposes (i.e. stopping the robot system cycle), a manual or conscious act shall be required to re-initiate the robot system cycle;

   d) all other access to the hazard shall be prevented or safeguarded with additional PSSD’s that are not operating in PSDI.
10.10 Safeguarding maintenance personnel

Personnel that maintain robot systems shall be safeguarded from injury due to hazardous motion per 7.2 and be trained in accordance with clause 14.

NOTE – Tasks covered by this clause include routine servicing, minor tool change, correcting jams, troubleshooting failures, component repair and replacement.

10.10.1 Access to safeguarded space with no drive power available

When access to the robot or robot system is necessary, a procedure shall be followed that includes lockout/tagout of sources of power and releasing or blocking of potentially hazardous stored energy. When a lockout/tagout procedure is not used, alternate safeguards or safeguarding procedures shall be established and used to prevent injury.

10.10.2 Access to safeguarded space with drive power available

When entry into a safeguarded space is necessary while the drive power is available,

a) a device for personal control by each entrant shall be installed and used to prevent robot motion and movement of other equipment, if such movement would present a hazard, or,

b) personnel shall be protected by providing the clearance and safeguarding requirements in 10.8.5. In addition, safeguarding shall be added when the potential rear swing or side motion of robot components such as the shoulder, counterweight, drives or accessory structures create a pinch point to adjacent equipment.

NOTE – Exclusive control can be established by a variety of methods, such as through the locking of a control device that prohibits through hardware the initiation of motion in any cycle mode (i.e. manual, jog, etc.).

10.10.3 Entry procedures

Prior to entering the safeguarded space while drive power is on, the following procedures shall be performed:

a) the robot system shall be visually inspected to determine if any conditions exist that are likely to cause malfunctions;

b) if pendant controls are to be used, the enabling device shall be function tested prior to such use to ensure their proper operation;

c) if any damage or malfunction of the safety system is found, corrections shall be completed and re-tested before personnel enter the safeguarded space.

10.10.4 Control of robot and robot system

Personnel performing maintenance tasks within the safeguarded space when drive power is available shall have total control of the robot or robot system. This shall be accomplished by the following:

a) control of the robot shall be removed from the automatic mode;

b) single point of control of the robot system shall be accomplished using a pendant consistent with 10.3;

c) additional personnel within the safeguarded space shall comply with 10.10.2 or be furnished with and use an enabling device. Deactivation of the enabling device shall cause all hazardous motion in the safeguarded space to stop;

d) all robot system emergency stop devices shall remain functional;
e) to restore automatic operation the following shall be required:
   1) all personnel exit the safeguarded space;
   2) restore safeguards required for automatic operation;
   3) initiate deliberate start-up procedure.

10.10.5 Additional safeguarding methods
Additional safeguarding methods may be provided as follows:
   a) certain maintenance tasks can be performed without exposing personnel to trapping or
      pinching points by placing the robot arm in a predetermined position;
   b) the utilization of devices such as blocks/pins can prevent potentially hazardous motion of
      the robots and robot systems.

10.10.6 Alternate safeguards
If, during maintenance, it becomes necessary to disconnect or otherwise render inoperative any
safeguards, alternative safeguarding shall be provided. Any inoperative safeguards shall be
identified and shall be returned to their original effectiveness when the maintenance task is
complete.

10.11 Safeguarding verification
Following the installation of safeguarding devices the system shall be tested and verified to
ensure an adequate level of safety has been achieved. This review shall include, at a minimum,
the following:
   a) all safeguarding devices must be tested under reasonably foreseeable conditions of use
      to ensure they are functioning as intended and protect personnel from hazards. Modifications must be made to correct deficiencies;
   b) the tasks must be reviewed to ensure that safeguarding does not inhibit task performance
      and encourage personnel to defeat the devices;
   c) safeguarding devices must be reviewed to ensure that they are not easily defeated or
      bypassed;
   d) determining if all tasks can be performed with the safeguarding devices in place. For
      those tasks that cannot be performed with safeguards in place alternative methods such
      as lockout must be used;
   e) determining under what circumstance it is necessary to be inside the safeguarded space
      with power on.

11 Safeguarding devices - application requirements
Safeguarding devices shall be designed, constructed, attached and maintained to ensure that
personnel can not reach over, under, around, or through the device undetected and reach the
hazard.

11.1 Barrier guards, fixed and interlocked
Barriers shall:
   a) prevent access to a hazard;
   b) be constructed to withstand operational and environmental forces;
c) be free of sharp edges and projections and shall not themselves create a hazard;

d) comply with table 5 for opening size and distance from hazard;

e) require the use of tools to remove any fixed portion;

f) be positioned so the bottom of the barrier is no more than 0.3 m (12 inches) above adjacent walking surfaces, that the top of the barrier be no lower than 1.5 m (60 inches) above adjacent walking surfaces unless additional safeguarding devices are installed to prevent or detect access to the hazard. The area between top and bottom shall be completely filled or comply with table 5;

g) contain parts and tooling (e.g. loose objects, flying projectiles), where this possibility exists.

NOTE – Barriers installed around material handling robots need to be high enough to prevent any part from being thrown over the barrier. This precaution may not be necessary if the robot end-effectors are equipped with effective part retention hardware such as locking or over center closing clamps.

11.2 Barrier guards, interlocked

Interlocked barriers consist of a barrier and an interlocking means that allows the barrier to be opened.

11.2.1 Barrier portion

The barrier portion of the interlocked barrier shall be designed, installed, applied and maintained so that when used:

a) it is in compliance with 11.1

b) it is installed at a safe distance per table 6, but no closer than table 5 (barrier openings);

c) it opens laterally or away from the hazard, and not into the safeguarded space, and cannot close by itself and activate the interlocking circuitry;

d) it shall not be adversely affected by the environmental conditions;

e) it is tamper resistant and cannot be defeated intentionally without tools;

11.2.2 Interlocking portion

a) Each interlocking portion of the interlocked barrier shall be selected such that:

1) it provides two sets of contacts for circuit integration per 10.4.6, unless a risk assessment is performed such that the use of a device with one set of contacts is determined to be acceptable (no retrofit is required for existing systems);

NOTE – A single safety switch with two sets of contacts or two separate switches that are integrated may comply with 4.5.4

2) magnetic switches shall be magnetically coded to reduce the possibility of defeat or interference and allow automatic monitoring to detect faults with the sensor;

3) it is not adversely affected by the environmental conditions of the application.

b) The interlocking portion of the interlocked barrier shall be installed, applied, and maintained so that:

1) switches designed with a positive opening operation (see 5.2.2b) shall be mounted in a positive mode, such that when the actuator is disengaged or moved, the motion forces a non-resilient linkage to open the normally closed (break) contact, which is used for the safety stop circuit (see figure B.6);
2) switches that are not positive opening/direct drive type shall be automatically monitored to detect faults with the switches or its installation (e.g. magnetic switches, limit switches, etc.);

3) the safeguarding device (e.g. safety switch) shall not be used as an end of travel stop;

4) the safeguarding device is tamper resistant and cannot be defeated without tools;

5) the hazard being guarded cannot be placed in automatic operation until the interlocked barrier is closed, and will issue a stop if the interlocked barrier is opened while the hazard is present;

6) closing the interlocked barrier shall not, by itself, restart automatic operation;

7) resuming automatic operation shall require a deliberate action outside the safeguarded space;

8) be capable of being easily unlocked from the inside of the safeguarded space with or without power available, when the possibility of full body access exists;

9) spare keys and actuating devices shall be supervisory controlled and not readily available.

NOTE – If spare keys and actuating devices are in demand for the purpose of defeating the safeguard, the design of the overall safety scheme should be reviewed for deficiencies.

11.3 Requirements for other safeguarding devices that signal a stop

Safeguarding devices which initiate a stop signal shall:

a) be interfaced with the robot control system such that the detection of an intrusion shall cause stopping of the hazardous motion;
   
   NOTE – This refers to installations that signal the hazard to cease.

b) be installed and arranged per 10.4.3 so that persons cannot enter the hazardous area without the intrusion being detected, and cannot reach a hazard before the hazardous conditions have ceased;
   
   NOTE – Safety distance may not be required per 10.4.3c when PSSD(s) are solely used to prevent start/restart or solely used for clearance safeguarding (ref 10.7.7 and 10.8.5.)

C) not allow the restart of automatic operation by the removal of the intrusion without a deliberate action outside the safeguarded space, unless the device is functioning in a PSDI mode (10.9.2).

D) provide for control over adjustments or settings being made by other than authorized personnel.

E) have a readily observable indication that the device is functioning;
   
   NOTE – Indicator lamps compliant with ANSI/NFPA 79 should be provided for all presence-sensing devices to indicate that the device is functioning. The lights may be integral to the device or part of the interface to the robot control.

   Where color blindness is a consideration, unambiguous positioning, patterning, labeling, or flashing of the indicator may be an effective method of providing indication.

11.4 Safety light curtains/screens

Safety light curtains/screens shall:

a) meet the requirements of 11.3;
b) be installed at a safety distance that accounts for the increased object sensitivity, when blanking (fixed or floating) is used unless the opening is completely obstructed;

c) visibly indicate the fixed blanked area, or the user shall verify that blanking is being used (or not used) as intended, including the number, size and location of the blanked beams;

d) visibly indicate the number of floating beams or object sensitivity, otherwise the user shall verify that floating blanking is being used as intended.

NOTE – Fixed and Floating Blanking creates holes in the light curtain’s coverage which are needed in some applications. If an obstruction does not fill the “holes”, then the light curtain is installed at a greater safety distance due to the increased object sensitivity. Without visible indication of the blanked area or the number of floating beams enabled, the configuration may be changed with indication. If only one floating beam is allowed, a single specific floating beam indicator would indicate the number of floating beams. Although the changes would require access, it is desirable to verify that the installation integrity is as expected.

e) be installed so reflective surfaces shall not cause the device to fail to respond to the presence of personnel.

11.5 Area scanning safeguarding devices

Area scanning safeguard devices shall:

a) meet the requirements of 11.3;

b) be installed for a safety distance and detecting plane height that accounts for the detection zone’s maximum object sensitivity and also includes the device’s total range measurement tolerance in the safety distance calculation, see 10.4.3

NOTE – Object sensitivities greater than 70 mm may not detect ankles, so the height above floor is an important installation consideration.

c) have a visibly identifiable detection area;

NOTE – Some installations should have detection area visibly marked on the floor.

d) be tested to ensure that the device is able to detect all objects and personnel entering the detection area;

NOTE – For example, dark clothing may be detected only with devices having specific diffused reflectance detection capabilities. These devices operate on a principle of transmitting beams(s) of light to form a detection zone. When an object enters the detection zone, it reflects the transmitted light back to the device, which then evaluates the object’s position. The amount of reflected light (degree of reflectance in percent) which can be reliably detected typically ranges from 1.8% to over 90%.

e) have the detection area verified upon installation, replacement, or changes within the detection area for proper size and coverage before the device will allow the hazardous motion to start or restart.

NOTE – This verification can be accomplished manually by using a programming device, by verifying the marked or intended detection area, or using an operation mode commonly called “test-on-startup”, which may require an intrusion into the detection area before the device can be reset. This verification can also be accomplished automatically if the control system can identify that the device has not been moved, relocated, or replaced.

11.6 Radio frequency (RF)/capacitance safeguarding devices

RF/capacitance safeguarding devices shall:

a) meet the requirements of 11.3;
b) have their sensitivity properly set;
c) be verified, by the user, for proper sensitivity adjustment setting on a routine basis.

11.7 Safety mat systems

Safety mat systems shall:

a) meet the requirements of 11.3;
b) be of sufficient size and geometry to detect intrusion from all places of access;
   NOTE – See annex B for examples.
c) be securely mounted such that it cannot be inadvertently moved or removed;
   NOTE – Means to prevent inadvertent movement may be but are not limited to: Secured
edging, secured trim, fasteners, recessed, size and weight of large mats.
d) be installed to minimize tripping hazards;
   NOTE – Ramped edging is often used to securely mount a safety mat and also helps to
   minimize tripping hazards. When installing a safety mat with a unidirectional surface
   pattern, consideration should be given to ensure that the safety mat is installed such
   that the surface pattern would reduce slipping towards the hazard.
e) not exceed minimum object sensitivity per 5.3.4(b) where multiple mats are installed
   together to form a single sensing surface;
f) have a maximum response time which is less than 100 ms over the system operating
   temperature range;
   NOTE – A total mat system response time of greater than 100 ms may allow a person to
   step lightly and quickly over the mat’s sensing surface without being detected.
g) have a construction suitable for the application and environment;
h) be routinely inspected, and function tested per manufacturers recommendations;
i) be installed and arranged such that reset of the safety function requires removal of the
   obstruction from the sensing surface followed by a separate and deliberate action outside
   of the sensing surface, when used as the sole means of safeguarding;
j) be installed at a safety distance such that the edge of the safety mat sensing surface
   which is furthest from the hazard is at or beyond the safety distance from the hazard,
   unless the safety mat is being used solely to prevent start/restart of automatic operation
   or for pinch point protection where clearance requirements per 10.7.7 and 10.8.5 are not
   met.
k) the system (mat, controller, wiring between mat and controller) shall comply with 5.3a

11.8 Single and multiple beam safety systems

Single and multiple beam safety systems shall:

a) meet the requirements of 11.3;
b) be installed so reflective surfaces shall not cause the device to fail to respond to the
   presence of personnel;
c) not be used for finger or hand detection in a point-of-operation installation.
   NOTE – See illustrations in Figure B.2

11.9 Two hand control systems

Two hand control systems when used as the primary means of personnel safeguarding shall:
a) be designed to prevent accidental or unintentional operation;
b) have the individual operator’s hand controls arranged by design, construction, or separation to require the use of both hands within 500 ms to initiate/cycle the robot system;
c) require individual hand controls for each operator when multiple operators are safeguarded by two hand controls;
d) require each operator two hand control station to be concurrently operated before initiation to cycle the robot system, and be maintained during the hazardous portion of the cycle and signal a stop if one or both hands are removed from the controls when the two hand control system is the only means of safeguarding;
e) require supervisory personnel to deselect operator two hand controls when more than one operator control is provided;
f) prevent cycling of the robot system if all operator stations are deselected;
g) be designed to require the release of all selected operator’s hand controls and the re-activation of all operator’s hand controls before a robot system cycle can be initiated;
h) have all operator’s hand controls located in clear view of the hazard for which the operator hand control is being used;
i) have all operator’s hand controls located such that the person operating the controls is located at a safe distance per table 6;
j) provide other safeguarding means for personnel other than those using the two hand controls.

NOTE – Two hand controls only provide protection for the personnel using them.

12 Maintenance of robots and robot systems

The user of a robot/robot system shall establish a maintenance program as required for the continued safe operation of the robot/robot system. The user should be able to demonstrate that an effective inspection and maintenance program is in place. The inspection and maintenance program shall consider the recommendations of the manufacturer of the robot or the robot system and local application specific requirements.

13 Testing and start-up of robots and robot systems

The following procedures shall be followed during the start-up (including initial start-up) and testing of robots and robot systems after installation or relocation. These procedures apply to robots/robot systems after software/hardware changes and after maintenance that could affect their safe operation.

NOTE – This applies only to the robot operating system, not user programs or normal daily or shift start-up procedures.

13.1 Interim safeguarding

All robots and robot systems require the installation of safeguarding devices per 7.1. If the designed safeguard devices are not yet available or in place prior to initiating a start-up and testing procedure, an appropriate means of safeguarding shall be in place before proceeding.

NOTE – During the initial assembly of a robot cell, all the final safeguards may not be installed. Therefore, alternative safeguarding such as chains or portable walls should
be put in place to provide effective protection for personnel during the initial startup of the robotic equipment.

Factors to consider in selecting the alternative safeguards may include: Training level of personnel involved, time period of this interim situation, accessibility of this cell to other personnel, the type of equipment operating, how much equipment is operating at a given time, and hazards presented by this equipment.

As a minimum, awareness barriers shall be installed to define the restricted space.

13.1.1 Selection of interim safeguards
Interim safeguards shall provide personnel protection against the same hazards as originally identified under 7.1.

The safeguards may be:
  a) the same, but installed differently;
  b) different devices used in optional applications;
  c) temporary in nature;
  d) substitute written procedures;
  e) awareness means
  f) specific training

All interim safeguards shall be identified, documented, and explained to all affected personnel.

13.2 Manufacturer/integrators' instructions
The manufacturer/integrators' instructions for start-up and testing of the robot and/or robot system shall be followed.

13.3 Initial start-up procedure
At each stage of implementation (7.3) an initial start-up procedure shall include, but not necessarily be limited to, the following:
  a) Before applying power, verify that the following have been installed as intended:
     1) mechanical mounting and stability;
     2) electrical connections;
     3) utility connections;
     4) communications connections;
     5) peripheral equipment and systems;
     6) limiting devices for restricting the maximum space.
  b) All personnel shall exit the restricted space prior to applying drive power.
  c) After applying power, verify:
     1) Emergency stop circuit/devices are functional;
     2) Each axis moves and is restricted as intended;
     3) robot responds to basic operating system motion commands as expected;
     4) all safeguarding devices or interim safeguards function;
     5) slow speed control (4.9).
13.4 Personnel protection
No personnel shall be allowed in the restricted space during the initial start-up and testing of the robot and/or robot system.

NOTE – This is especially critical during initial power-on to ensure that the robot and equipment move/operate in the expected manner.

14 Safety training of personnel
The user shall ensure that any person who programs, teaches, operates, or maintains robots or robot systems or associated equipment in a robot cell is trained on safety issues related to assigned tasks.

NOTE – This training is best presented when integrated with operational training.

14.1 Training objectives
The objective of a training program is to provide information on:

a) the purpose of safety devices and their function;
b) procedures, specifically those dealing with health and safety;
c) hazards presented by and capabilities of the robot or robot system;
d) tasks associated with a specific robot and application;
e) safety concepts.

14.2 Training requirements
Training may be accomplished through classroom training, on the job training, or a combination of both. Training documentation will include at a minimum a description of the training, attendees, and date conducted. See annex D for sample course design and documentation.

Training shall include:

a) industry standards and instructions designed for the protection of personnel;
b) the robot vendor safety recommendations;
c) procedures that contain steps related to safety actions;
d) lockout and tagout procedures;
e) emergency procedures;
f) general workplace safety procedures

and the following specific training program content based on assigned tasks.

14.2.1 Safeguard training
Training on safeguarding devices shall include, but not be limited to:

a) types of safeguarding devices;
b) capabilities/options of safeguarding devices;
c) description of devices selected for a specific application;
d) function of the selected devices;
e) functional test of the device;
f) limitations of the selected device.

14.2.2 Training the teacher
Training the **teacher** shall include, but not be limited to:

a) **slow speed control**;
b) **safeguards** which are bypassed during **teach**;
c) **pendant** operation;
d) **single point of control**;
e) process safety/control;
f) response to abnormal/unexpected events;
g) hazards during teach;
   1) pinch point locations
   2) observation points
   3) robot motion at slow versus program speed
   4) robot performance in teach
   5) **singularity**
   6) slow speed playback;
h) auxiliary equipment.

14.2.3 Training the operator
Training of the **operator** shall include, but not be limited to:

a) robot tasks;
b) hazards related to each task;
c) response to abnormal/unexpected events;
d) recovery of operation;
e) auxiliary equipment.

14.2.4 Training the APV operator
If the capability is provided, training the operator about APV shall include, but not be limited to:

a) All items in 14.2.2 “Training the teacher;”
b) hazards involved with:
   1) high speed
   2) observations points
   3) process materials
   4) failure modes
   5) alternative safeguards
6) path geometry
7) singularity;
c) safe path of retreat;
d) emergency procedures;
e) special operator requirements and procedures for APV described in 10.8.4.

14.2.5 Training maintenance personnel
Training maintenance personnel shall include, but not be limited to:

a) applicable tasks in 14.2.2 through 14.2.4 relating to training the teacher and operator;
b) hazards involving:
   1) preventive maintenance/calibrations
   2) troubleshooting
   3) repair
   4) operational checks
   5) singularity
   6) failed safety devices
   7) failed communication systems
   8) process variables
   9) process materials;
c) emergency operations;
d) hazards involved in procedures on live robots versus robots disabled by lockout/tagout;
e) hazards involving auxiliary equipment.

14.3 Retraining requirements
Retraining shall be provided to include system changes and assure safe operation.

   NOTE – These changes may include, but are not limited to:
   a) personnel changes
   b) system changes
   c) after an accident.
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Graphical aids to understanding the standard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Clause</th>
<th>Effective Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General provisions of standard</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>On or before June 21, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New and remanufactured robots</td>
<td>1.3.1</td>
<td>On or before June 21, 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebuilt and redeployed robots</td>
<td>1.3.2</td>
<td>Must comply with standard in effect on date of manufacture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New robot systems and workcells</td>
<td>1.3.3</td>
<td>On or before June 21, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existing robot systems and workcells</td>
<td>1.3.4</td>
<td>Must comply with standard in effect on date of installation and specific criteria in 1.3.4. Any retrofit to be done by June 21, 2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE – Existing systems include all systems installed prior to the effective date.
Attended Continuous Operation (ref ANSI/RIA R15.06-1992 §6.7) has been eliminated and is not allowed.

Table A.1 – Effective dates by clause for this standard

Table A.2 – Hierarchy of safeguarding controls
Figure A.1 - Space requirement illustrations (continued)
Figure A.1 – Space requirement illustrations (continued)
Restricted space for robot with end-effector & workpiece

Figure A.1 – Space requirement illustrations (concluded)
APV Cell requirements: Slow Speed APV (250 mm/sec or less) Reference 10.7.7

**APV Cell Slow Speed**
- 0.45 m (18") or more clearance shall be provided from the operating space where feasible.
- Where 0.45 m (18") of clearance from the operating space is not feasible, additional safeguarding shall be provided.
- Robot movement shall be limited to 250mm/sec (10'/sec) or less during APV mode when 0.45 m (18") of clearance from the restricted space is not provided.

**APV Cell requirements: High Speed APV** Reference 10.8.5

**APV Cell High Speed**
- 0.45 m (18") or more clearance shall be provided from the restricted space where feasible.
- Where 0.45 m (18") of clearance is not feasible additional safeguarding shall be provided to operate in APV high-speed mode.

Figure A.2 – Clearance requirements
Access area safeguarding with Proximity safety scanner. Area safeguarding devices should also be used to monitor areas not visible from the point of reset.

Figure A.3 – Typical workcell illustrations

NOTE – See applicable standard for safeguarding requirements of other equipment.
Safeguarding device supplemental information

**Figure B.1 – Graphical illustration of Table 5, barrier distance**

**Slotted Opening**

- **Barrier opening size - Smallest Dimension mm (inches)**
- **Distance from hazard millimeters (inches)**

**Square Opening**

- **Barrier opening size - Smallest Dimension mm (inches)**
- **Distance from hazard millimeters (inches)**
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When the Minimum Object Sensitivity (Os) is less than 64mm (2.5in)...
Use the following formula (also shown graphically below) to determine the Safety Distance's Depth Penetration Factor (Dpf)

\[ Dpf \text{ in mm} = 3.4 \times (Os - 6.875\text{mm}), \text{ but not less than 0mm} \]
\[ Dpf \text{ in inches} = 3.4 \times (Os - 0.275\text{''}), \text{ but not less than 0''} \]

Min Os describes the size obstruction that will always be detected – regardless of where it is in the field of the optical presence sensing device (1 beam is always blocked)

For PSSD's with blanking capability used,
the "as used" Min Os is calculated per the following formula:

\[ Os = \text{size of the largest blanked area} + \text{(Min Os without blanking)} \]

When the entire (from transmitter to receiver) blanked area is physically filled (obstructions and guarding), the unblanked object sensitivity is the "as used" Min Os.

Os determines the Depth Penetration Factor (Dpf) of PSSDs that are installed with a vertical detection field.

Figure B.2a: Optical PSSD Minimum Object Sensitivity

Figure B.2b: Optical PSSD Minimum Object Sensitivity and Depth Penetration Factor

Figure B.2 – Safety Distance Examples (Continued)
ANSI/RIA R15.06-1999

Optical PSSDs - Vertical Field

Although light curtains shown, below applicable to all optical PSSDs (single beams and scanners)

Dpf Determined by Os and Installation

Assumes there are no other safeguards and no physical obstructions limiting access to the hazard

Dpf = 3.4 x (Os - 6.675 mm)

Object sensitivity (Os) is less than 64 mm (2.5"

but not less than 0

Dpf = 1.2 m (48"

Os is equal or greater than 64 mm (2.5"

AND does not exceed 0.6 m (24"

Dpf = 0.3 m (36"

PSSD Depth Penetration Factor (Dpf)

Horizontal Detection Field

When PSSD is used to signal a stop

Dpf = 1.2 m (48"

Assumes there are no other safeguards and no physical obstructions limiting access to the hazard

Depth of Field = Dpf, but Depth of Field is not to be less than 0.9 m (36"

Object Sensitivity

If physical obstructions exist. Depth of Field may be reduced to 0.9 m (36"), even though the Dpf remains 1.2 m (48"

Safety Mat on a platform

Light Curtain or Scanner

* NOTE: With optical PSSDs mounted horizontally, supplemental safeguarding may be needed if H ≥ 0.3 m (12") and there are no physical obstructions limiting access to the hazard. See Figure B.2b about Os & H

Install horizontal sensing PSSDs such that personnel can not lean or leverage themselves such that their presence is not sensed by the PSSD.

Operator Interface / Point of Operation Safeguarding

For operator interface / point of operation safeguarding, complete coverage is required: NO gaps in coverage & no undetected walk through. Installed so the hazard ceases before it can be accessed by personnel AND if PSSDs are used to signal the hazard to cease, presence is continuously sensed to prevent restart

Instead of a light curtain, a safety mat or area scanner may be used for walk-thru detection

Due to space constraints, De and Dpf are not sized for these graphics.

If angle is ≥ 30°, Dpf is same as vertical PSSD field.

If less than 30°, horizontal field requirements apply.

Figure B.2c

Figure B.2d

Figure B.2e

Figure B.2 – Safety Distance Examples (Continued)
Interlocked Barrier Safety Distance (Ds)

\[ Ds = 1.6 \text{ m/sec} \times (Ts + Tc + Tr) \]

Tr may include a deduct for the delay in accessing the hazard, including that a person's access is slowed due to the mechanics of opening the barrier. This deduct must be objectively measured if it is to be used.

NOTE: H is the height above the adjacent walking surface.

Area Scanner Safety Distance (Ds)

When used to signal a stop

\[ Ds = 1.6 \text{ m/sec} \times (Ts + Tc + Tr) + Dpf \]

\[ Dpf = 1.2m (48") \]

NOTE: H is the height above the adjacent walking surface.

If H is greater than 0.3m (12"), supplemental safeguarding may be required.

Horizontal Optical PSSDs: Os and H

For operator interface / point of operation safeguarding, complete coverage is required such that the hazard ceases before any access by personnel.

- Supplemental safeguarding may be required to detect crawling underneath.

If H is less than or equal to 0.3m (12"), then Os must be less than 70mm (2 7/8")

If it is increased to 0.3m (12"), then Os must be less than 110mm (4 3/8")

Figure B.2f

Figure B.2g

Figure B.2H

Figure B.2i

Figure B.2 - Safety Distance Examples (Concluded)
Gate Locked Closed - Power On

Guarding

Access Lock

The access lock is a two part mechanical device, and can only be opened using the key from the lock on the circuit breaker.

Mechanical Bolt Lock

The mechanical bolt lock is mechanically linked with the main circuit breaker, such that the key cannot be released while the breaker is "on".

Gate Open - Power Off

Guarding

Access Lock

The key from the mechanical bolt lock is inserted into the bottom portion of the access lock. This allows the top key to be turned and removed. (Trapping the bottom key.) When the top key has been removed the side bolt can be removed and the gate opened. The top key is taken into the safeguarding space, ensuring power cannot be restored.

Mechanical Bolt Lock

When the key is turned and removed, the bolt extends and locks the cam in place. (The "off" position.) The breaker cannot be turned "on" without the key in place.

Figure B.3 - Example trapped key interlocking system
Safety interlock switches: the positively opening switching element directly driven by a cam. The cam and the switching element are structurally connected, forming one functional unit in the switching process. An actuator (key) operates the switch through a positive interlocking switching mechanism at the switching knob. Dual action design is preferred for tamper resistance purposes and required for operation.

Figure B.4 – Safety Interlock Switches
Mechanical hard stops prevent robot operation between 90 and 270 degrees, and allow operation between 270 and 90 degrees. Base limit switches are configured to operate in a diverse redundant complimentary fashion and are monitored for timing and proper operation. The robot control will allow motion into adjacent operator station only if the light curtain in that station is clear. Additional base limit sensors are normally utilized to enhance muting performance when the robot is at a safe distance from the operator stations. Gate interlock is always active in automatic mode (never muted). Muting devices, indicators, and circuitry are monitored by the muting control for proper operation cyclically or when change of status occurs or should occur. NOTE: Muting devices are not necessarily mechanical switches.

Base muting limit switches with robot at 90 degrees: both of the closed sets of contacts shown on the left must be closed in order to mute light curtain at operator load station 1.

Base muting limit switches with robot at 270 degrees: both of the closed sets of contacts shown on the left must be closed in order to mute light curtain at operator load station 2.

Base muting limit switches with robot at 0 degrees: Transition period will require both light curtains to be clear for robot motion to occur with this design. Transition period will be dependent upon the degree of ramping and the type of switching element.

Figure B.5 – Multiple operator station cell with muting base limit sensors
Preferred method, utilizing the direct drive characteristics of the switch the contacts will be forced open even in the event of a welded contact. Safety is not dependent on the spring return.

NOTE A: The movable portion of the barrier guard should be guided to ensure that contact with the switch actuator is maintained.

NOTE B: The switch should be permanently mounted or monitored so that a loose or detached switch will not cause an unsafe operation. A keyed actuator or redundant switches should be considered if not achievable. (Reference figures B.3, B.4 and B.7)

Not recommended, the system relies on a spring return to apply the stopping action, a failed spring or welded contact could result a failure to stop hazardous motion when required.

Figure B.6 – Switch illustrations

(continued)
Roller type limit shown utilizing direct drive or positive opening for machine stop. See note A and B on figure B.6.

Redundant limit switches used in a complimentary fashion.

Figure B.6 – Switch illustrations (concluded)
Annex C
(Informative)
Risk Assessment

Intended Use (9.1)

Task/Hazard Identification (9.2)

Design Risk Assessment

Estimate Risk (9.3)

Select Safeguards (9.5)

Safety by design (intrinsic safety)

Safeguards (guards, protective devices)

Information for use (warning signs, devices)

Safe working procedures

Training

Additional safeguards (guards, protective devices)

Personal protective equipment

Documentation (9.7)

Field Risk Assessment

Estimate Risk (9.3)

Select Safeguards (9.5)

Safety by design (intrinsic safety)

Safeguards (guards, protective devices)

Information for use (warning signs, devices)

Safe working procedures

Training

Additional safeguards (guards, protective devices)

Personal protective equipment

Documentation (9.7)

Tolerable Risk (9.6)

No

Yes

Finish

Figure C.1 – Overview of risk assessment
This annex was developed by the Robotics Industry Association to provide an example methodology to achieve compliance with the requirements of clause 9 of this standard. It is provided as information only. The process described herein has been validated and has been found to provide an acceptable means to conduct a risk assessment. Other validated methodologies are also available.

**General Considerations:**

One of the main keys to performing a successful risk assessment that captures all of the tasks and hazards associated with the equipment, is the participation of those individuals that work with and on the equipment. As a minimum this should include the following types of personnel:

- Operator
- Maintenance personnel (electricians, pipefitter, toolmaker, set-up, programmer)
- Process Engineer, System Engineer and or Design Engineer

Optimum group size would be 4-8 of the above types of personnel.

The other key player is the person performing the risk assessment. This individual should have experience in working with groups and have a familiarity with the equipment process.

The process used to solicit input on the tasks and hazards is best conducted in a team brainstorming format.

Equipment suggested to assist in performing a risk assessment is a flip chart or white board and associated markers. A risk assessment form in either hard copy or in electronic form will be needed to capture and document the information once collected. See example forms in this annex.

**Step 1:**

- Using the brainstorming technique, develop a list of all tasks performed on the equipment. Include all operator, maintenance, clean-up and quality tasks. Include all tasks done daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, semi-annually, annually, bi-annually, etc. Include both planned and unplanned tasks. See example list and format in C.2.1 of this annex. Once developed, sequentially number each task and place this up on the wall for reference during the remaining steps in the process.

- Using the same brainstorming technique, select the first task off the task list and develop a list of all hazards associated with that task. Sequentially number each hazard. See example list and format in C.2.2 in this annex.

- For each hazard have the group, using consensus, identify the severity, exposure and probability of avoidance, based on the criteria in table 1 (clause 9) of this standard. See example C.2.3 in this annex.

- For each task, identify the associated hazards. See example C.2.4 in this annex.

**Step 2:**

- For each task and hazard combination, and prior to applying any safeguards, follow the matrix in table 2 (clause 9) for the risk reduction category and table 3 to determine the safeguard and circuit performance required based on severity, exposure and avoidance criteria. See completed example C.2.5 in this annex.
Repeat this process until all tasks and hazards are listed. Add any additional hazards in a sequential order. Be aware that the exposure and avoidance may change for the same hazard based on the different tasks.

Step 3:

- Select an appropriate safeguard for each task and hazard combination. Select safeguards from those listed in clause 11 of this standard.
- Select overall safeguarding for the robot cell based on the highest risk category of task and hazard combinations.

Step 4:

- After all safeguards are identified repeat steps 1-3 using table 4 to ensure all hazards have been addressed, and that any remaining hazards are at a “tolerable” level, that is within a reasonable level of risk that a person would normally expect to take (e.g. drive a vehicle). This is considered residual risk, risks that you may identify with warning signs, but would not install an active safeguard to prevent access or interaction.

Step 5:

- Once safeguards are installed verify their functional operation. Keep completed risk assessment on file during the life of the robot system. Use these files (see C.2.6) to feedback safeguarding selections into the design-in process for future equipment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TASKS</th>
<th>HAZARDS</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Tip or cap change</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Repair cables and hoses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Continue identifying all tasks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure C.2.1 – Risk assessment task list
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HAZARD</th>
<th>SEVERITY</th>
<th>EXPOSURE</th>
<th>AVOIDANCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Struck by robot</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Struck by turntable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Pinch point on end effector</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Pinch point between robot and turntable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Eye hazard, chemical in water</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Slip/fall same level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Sharp edges or objects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Electric shock</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Hot surface, hot water/metal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Fall from height (ladder)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Muscle strain from weight</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Stored energy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continued list of potential hazards

Figure C.2.2 – Risk assessment hazard list

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HAZARD</th>
<th>SEVERITY</th>
<th>EXPOSURE</th>
<th>AVOIDANCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Struck by robot</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>E2</td>
<td>A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Struck by turntable</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>E2</td>
<td>A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Pinch point on end effector</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>E2</td>
<td>A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Pinch point between robot and turntable</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>E2</td>
<td>A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Eye hazard, chemical in water</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>E2</td>
<td>A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Slip/fall same level</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>E2</td>
<td>A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Sharp edges or objects</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>E2</td>
<td>A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Electric shock</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>E2</td>
<td>A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Hot surface, hot water/metal</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>E2</td>
<td>A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Fall from height (ladder)</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>E1</td>
<td>A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Muscle strain from weight</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>E1</td>
<td>A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Stored energy</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>E1</td>
<td>A2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continued list of potential hazards

Figure C.2.3 – Risk assessment hazard risk estimation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TASKS</th>
<th>HAZARDS</th>
<th>NOTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Tip or cap change</td>
<td>1 to 9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Repair cables and hoses</td>
<td>1 to 12</td>
<td>Exposure changes to E1 due to frequency task is performed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continue identifying all tasks.

Figure C.2.4 – Risk assessment task hazard association
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence No.</th>
<th>Task Description</th>
<th>Hazards</th>
<th>Prior to safeguard selection</th>
<th>After safeguard installation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Exposure</td>
<td>Assistance Speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tip or cap change</td>
<td>Struck by robot</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>E2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tip or cap change</td>
<td>Struck by turntable</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>E2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tip or cap change</td>
<td>Pinch point on end effector</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>E2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tip or cap change</td>
<td>Pinch point robot &amp; turntable</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>E2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tip or cap change</td>
<td>Eye hazard, chemical in water</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>E2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tip or cap change</td>
<td>Slip/fall same level</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>E2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tip or cap change</td>
<td>Sharp edges or objects</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>E2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tip or cap change</td>
<td>Electric shock</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>E2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tip or cap change</td>
<td>Hot surface, hot water/metal</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>E1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Repair cables and hoses</td>
<td>Struck by robot</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>E2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Repair cables and hoses</td>
<td>Struck by turntable</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>E1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Repair cables and hoses</td>
<td>Pinch point on end effector</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>E1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Repair cables and hoses</td>
<td>Pinch point robot &amp; turntable</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>E1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Repair cables and hoses</td>
<td>Eye hazard, chemical in water</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>E1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Repair cables and hoses</td>
<td>Slip/fall same level</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>E1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Repair cables and hoses</td>
<td>Sharp edges or objects</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>E1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Repair cables and hoses</td>
<td>Electric shock</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>E1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Repair cables and hoses</td>
<td>Hot surface, hot water/metal</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>E1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Repair cables and hoses</td>
<td>Fall from height</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>E1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Repair cables and hoses</td>
<td>Muscle strain from weight</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>E1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These are for example only, and do not represent a completed Risk Assessment. These tasks and hazards are representative only, presented for user consideration. This is NOT an all inclusive document.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Robot/Cell Identification</th>
<th>General description of application (Narrative)</th>
<th>General comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To be accomplished in accordance with ANSI/RIA R15.06-1999

Figure C.2.6 – Sample cover sheet for risk assessment
SAMPLE TRAINING COURSE

TRAINING DEPARTMENT

PAINT SYSTEM XYZ

EXTRACT EXAMPLES ONLY

TRAINING DOCUMENTATION CONTENTS:
- TASK LIST
- TERMINAL OBJECTIVES
- LEARNING OBJECTIVES
- TOPICAL OUTLINE
- TYPICAL RECORD FORMS
PAINT SYSTEM TASK LIST

Performing a Superpurge
Putting robot in Bypass or back to Normal
Selecting Cancel or Continue when faulted
Sending robot to special positions
Sending robot to Home position
Sending robot to Bypass position
Fault Resets
Jogging Robot
Jogging Opener
Editing screens (General)
Adding/Deleting job ID (Specific)
Adding/Deleting colors (Specific)
Changing Fluid Delivery parameters (Presets) (Specific)
Changing color or global parameters (Specific)

Performing Robot Backup/Restore
Editing Queue
Running a Ghost Job
Performing Applicator Air Calibration
Performing Paint Flow Calibration
Reloading GUI Software
Performing a System Cold Start
Performing a System Daily Startup
Performing a System Shutdown
Performing Gun Maintenance:
  Flow/Beakering test
  Cleanout
  Fill
  Cap Clean
Run Reports
Perform Transducer Calibration
Perform Booster Calibration (if installed)

PAINT SYSTEM TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

SYSTEM MAINTENANCE COURSE

• Identify all system related hardware
• State the function of each system component
• Operate all necessary function on the system
• Maintain the system to manufacturers specifications
• Troubleshoot and repair any system malfunction

SYSTEM OPERATIONS COURSE

• Identify all system related hardware
• State the function of each system component
• Operate all necessary functions on the system
PAINT SYSTEM LEARNING OBJECTIVES

TASK ADDRESSED: Performing a Superpurge
TERMINAL OBJECTIVE: Operate all necessary functions on the system
OBJECTIVE #1 After lecture and lab activity, the student will be able to successfully perform a Superpurge on the paint system following all safety requirements with 15 minutes.
RESOURCES: Factory Procedures Manual
Fully operational paint system

TASK ADDRESSED: Putting robot in Bypass and resuming operation
TERMINAL OBJECTIVE: Operate all necessary functions on the system
OBJECTIVE #2 After lecture and lab activity, the student will be able to successfully place a robot in Bypass and resume automatic operation following all safety requirements with 10 minutes.
RESOURCES: Factory Procedures Manual
Fully operational paint system

TASK ADDRESSED: Taking robot out of Bypass and putting it in Normal
TERMINAL OBJECTIVE: Operate all necessary functions on the system
OBJECTIVE #3 After lecture and lab activity, the student will be able to successfully place a Bypassed robot into Normal and resume automatic operation following all safety requirements with 10 minutes.
RESOURCES: Factory Procedures Manual
Fully operational paint system

TASK ADDRESSED: Selecting Cancel or Continue when the system is Faulted
TERMINAL OBJECTIVE: Operate all necessary functions on the system
OBJECTIVE #4 After lecture and lab activity, the student will be able to successfully determine if it is required to Cancel or Continue a job after a system fault has occurred and execute the right decision following all safety requirements within 10 minutes.
RESOURCES: Factory Procedures Manual
Fully operational paint system
PAINT SYSTEM TOPICAL OUTLINE

Day 1 AM
I. Introduction
   A. Instructor
   B. Students
   C. Course
   D. Course materials
   E. Class schedule
   F. Forms to be filled out
   G. Pre-test

II. System Overview
   A. System layout
   B. System Components
      1. System controller (SCE)
      2. Robot Controllers (RC)
      3. System Operator Console (SOC)
      4. Graphic User Interface computer (GUI)
      5. Paint Process Controller (PPCE)
      6. Color Valve Enclosure (CVE)
      7. Gun Boxes (Applicator Cleaners)
      8. Manual Control Panel (MCP)
   C. System Cycle

Lab #1: System Component I.D.

First Break

III. Safety
   A. Robot Safety
      1. Teach Pendant
      2. Deadman Switch
      3. E-Stop Buttons
      4. Servo Disconnect Switch
   B. System Safety
      1. Intrusion Detection
      2. Warning Horn
      3. Signal Beacons
      4. Gun Test Switch
      5. Moving to Home
      6. Interlocks
      7. E-Stat Safety

Lab #2: System Operators

Lunch Break

Day 1 PM

II. System Overview (Continued)
   A. System Communications
   B. System Control Enclosure
      1. Door 1-4 components
   C. System Operator Console
      1. System Operators

Lab #3: System Screens

Last Break

IV. System Hardware (Continued)
   E. Paint Process Control Enclosure
   F. Color Changer Valve Enclosure
   G. Encoder Repeater
   H. Edon Unit

First Break

IV. System Operations/Procedures
   A. Superpurge
   B. Normal > Bypass
   C. Bypass > Normal
   D. Special Position
   E. Home
   F. Fault Resets
   G. Alarm Log
   H. Jogging Robot
   I. Jogging Opener

Lunch Break

Day 2 AM

Review of Day 1

IV. System Hardware (Continued)
   E. Paint Process Control Enclosure
   F. Color Changer Valve Enclosure
   G. Encoder Repeater
   H. Edon Unit

First Break

V. System Operations/Procedures (Continued)
   A. Superpurge
   B. Normal > Bypass
   C. Bypass > Normal
   D. Special Position
   E. Home
   F. Fault Resets
   G. Alarm Log
   H. Jogging Robot
   I. Jogging Opener

Lab #5 System Operations. Will consist of selected procedures by your instructor.

J. Editing GUI Data
K. Robot Backup and Restore
L. Ghost Job
M. System Daily Startup
N. Gun Maintenance
   1. Flow/Beakering Test
   2. Cleanout
   3. Fill
   4. Cap Clean
O. Paint system calibration
P. Run Reports

Lab #5 (Continued)
### INDIVIDUAL TRAINING RECORD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME:</th>
<th>EMPLOYEE NUMBER:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JOB TITLE:</td>
<td>DEPARTMENT:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIRE DATE:</td>
<td>SUPERVISOR:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHONE:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### FORMAL TRAINING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COURSE:</th>
<th>LOCATION:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATE COMPLETED:</td>
<td>SUPERVISOR INITIALS:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMPLOYEE INITIALS:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COURSE:</td>
<td>LOCATION:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATE COMPLETED:</td>
<td>SUPERVISOR INITIALS:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMPLOYEE INITIALS:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COURSE:</td>
<td>LOCATION:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATE COMPLETED:</td>
<td>SUPERVISOR INITIALS:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMPLOYEE INITIALS:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### ON-THE-JOB TRAINING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COURSE/TASK</th>
<th>START DATE</th>
<th>COMPLETED</th>
<th>SUPERVISOR</th>
<th>EMPLOYEE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure D.1 - Sample individual training record*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COURSE NAME/NUMBER</th>
<th>INSTRUCTOR</th>
<th>DATES</th>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>ATTENDEES</th>
<th>COMMENTS</th>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>ORGANIZATION</th>
<th>COMPLETED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Figure D.2 - Sample training record
Annex E
(Informative)
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